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Abstract

This thesis is concerned with developing new raw synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
data compression schemes, as well as providing some processing techniques to extract
features from the SAR images. The study involves neural networks, wavelets, wavelet
packet, optimal wavelet, and muitifractal analysis, with emphasis on quantization and bit
allocation to compress such an SAR signal, and iterated function systems (IFS) to segment
the SAR image.

A SAR system is a sophisticated rcmote sensing tool capable of producing high
resolution images from a moving platform either in space or in the atmosphere. It offers
the advantage over passive optical sensing of operating in either day or night and in all-
weather. When such a rada¡ is placed on board a satellite, compression of the raw SAR
signal is necessary to reduce the large amount of collected data the downlink needs to
transmit to a ground station within a restricted bandwidth. To this end, wavelets
representations have proven to be very effective for signal compression, due to their time-
fi'equency localization and their joint statistical regularities.

After a general presentation of SAR system and principles, this research
investigates and implements methods for coding of r.aw SAR data which are based upon
suitable transforms of the complex raw data. The Ka¡hunen Loève Tr.ansform (KLI) is
implemented with a three layers back-propagation neural netwo¡k. Then, a comprcssion of
the raw SAR signal using five kinds of wavelets is presented: Haar wavelet, the Battle-
Lemarié wavelets (linear and quadratic), and Daubechies wavelets (D4 and D20). A
generalization to wavelet packet is also proposed. Experimental results point out
advantages and drawbacks of this approach. Due to noiselike characteristics of the raw
SAR signal, standard wavelets are not very efficient in compacting energy in the
transform domain. Vr'e finish by developing an optimal wavelet for raw SAR data
compression. The optimality criterion is redundancy minimization in the transform
domain. Experimental lesults show that the optimal wavelet outperforms the standard
wavelets and the present refelence technique used to compress raw SAR data: the block
adaptive quantization (BAQ).

Also, a multifractal-based approach to the extraction of textural features from SAR
images is proposed. First, the Hölder exponents are estimated from the continuous wavelet
transform of the image, then the singularity spectrum is computed. Each fractal
component consisting of pixels having the same Hölder exponent can be an attractor of an
IFS. The spectrum at each point is used as input for the K-means classifier. The theory and
the algorithms for this segmentation approach are presented. Experimental results show
that the approach is beneficial for SAR image segmentation, demonstrating better
segmentation than those obtained by other techniques.
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1.1

Chapte¡ I: Introduction

Cu¡prpn I
INtnolucuo¡l

Background and Motivation

Synthetic Aperture rRnrlar (SAR) is a sophisticated rcmote sensing tool that is

capable of providing high resolution irnages from a moving platform. It presents the

advantage over optical sensing of operating day or night and in all-weather. Although the

SAR system is used today fol non-imaging applications, it was or.iginally developed as an

imaging radar'. The irnage genelation plocess can be broken up into three basic stages:

(i) sensing of the target a|ea using the imaging r.adar, (ii) digitization and compression of

the leflected SAR signal for archiving or downlink to a ground station, and (iii) processing

of the leconstructed SAR signal into image data, as illustrated in Fig i.L This thesis will

focus plinarily on complessing the digitized reflected raw SAR signal for. transmission

flon a satellite down to a ground station, namely downlinking as lnuch information as

possible within the bandwidth constraints in ordel to fit the data stream into the available

communication channel on the satellite. This digitized r.eflected SAR signal is known as

law sAR data. The SAR images ale also investigated fol feature extraction to improve the

raw SAR data conpression.

In imaging radars like SAR, the length of the radar antenna deter.mines the

Iesolution in the azimuth (along-tlack) direction of the |esulting image, thus the longer the

antenna, the finel the resolution in this dimension. As it is prohibitively expensive to place

a very lalge radar antenna in space, an alternative apploach is to synthesize the aperture. In
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SAR, the radar sends out many pulses very rapidly as it travels over a particular- object,

and captures the backscattered lesponses. The ability ofthe radar.antenna to r.eceive many

backscattered lesponses per object, as it moves along its flight track, allows the radar to

synthesize a vely long antenna.

Since a high resolution radal can ploduce hundreds of megabits ofdata per second,

a trade-off between the lesolution and the bandwidth allocated to the downlink channel

should exist. As radar technology advances and user demands for quality .increase, cur.rent

raw SAR data compression techniques will encountel seljous limitations. To ensute that

future imaging ladars can convey the highest resolution possible, imptovements in law

SAR data compression techniques are necessary.

Fig. 1.1 SAR processor.

The necessity fol'raw SAR data compression can be best understood by simply

examining the Nyquist sampling frequency of the radar returns. If we considel. the

Canadian spaceborne SAR system, Radar.sat- 1, which has a minimum pulse bandwidth of

B n = 11.6 MHz, the Nyquist theorem then dictates that the minimum sampling

flequency is 23.2 MHz, which lesults in an instantaneous bandwidth of 185.6 Mbps when

quantized using an 8-bit analog+o-digital (ND) converter. This data must then be

tlansmitted in Radarsat-1's bandlimited channel of 105 Mbps. clearly, compression factor.

of 2 is necessary. culr'ently, the most widely used raw sAR data compression technique is

G eom etric &

R adiom etric

C o rrec tio n

Ralge PLocessing

Pulse Conpressi

Azimuth Processing

(S vnthetic A peLtu



Chapter It Introduction

the block ûdûptive quan.fizatiotl (BAQ) [KwJo89] first developed by the NASA Jet

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The BAQ algorithn is, however, not an optinal algor.ithm

as it results in a low slgnal to quontizarion noise ratio (SQNR) compared to the theoretical

Shannon bound. With new higher resoiution radars cuuently in development, compr.ession

techniques with low SQNR could preclude the advancements of SAR.

As any compression technique is application dependent, this thesis investigates the

segmented SAR image. This allows for further evaluation of the used raw SAR signal

compression technique and plovides new feedback to impr.ove it for. future complession of

sirnilar teuain. SAR provides a high-r'esolution imager.y, which is pr.incipally used for

terrain classification. The wide lange of textures observed in SAR images makes them

difficult io analyze unless an efficient segmentation technique is applied in order. to

discrjminate between these textures. The speckle phenomena on SAR images which

results from cohelent plocessing of radal echoes makes any segmentation of such images

with classical methods vely difficult. Also, the major.ity of SAR images contain only

naturally occulring tenain. With the SAR resolution, even the man-made objects can be

seen as textural infolmation in the SAR irnage. Hence texture analysis and segmentation

of SAR images can be bettel handled by fractal geometry rather than the Euclidean

geometry. Different studies have established that thele is a cor¡elation bet*een decreasing

fractal dirnension of sAR data and miclowave backscatter frorn special objects, which

help interplet SAR images [TuBA98]. Fractal chalactelization, however', is vely linited in

detecting local regularities ìn irnages. In contlast, multifiactal analysis has been applied in

image analysis and classification and ploven to be inìportant in textule analysis [Duye02],

lvGBF03l.

-3-



Chapter l: Int¡oduction

1.2 Objectives and Goals

The purpose of this thesis is twofold: (i) developing new techniques for raw SAR

data compression, and (ìi) developing image plocessing techniques for statistical features

extraction. The ptimaly research questions addl.essed in this thesis are:

1 . How to condition law SAR signals for. compression;

2. What is the contribution of neural netwol.k for compressing SAR signals;

3. How can a 2-dimensional (2-D) discr.ete wavelet transfor.m (DWT) compr.es-

sion technique be used in the compress.ion of raw SAR data using a standald

wavelet basis function, and what are the advantages and dr.awbacks of this

apploach;

4. Which standard wavelet basis function gives the best signal to quantization

noise latio (SQNR) in the compression of raw SAR data us.ing the l-D DWT

complessiou technique;

5. How to determine an optimal wavelet able to minimize the redundancy in the

transfolm domain:

How to extend the optimality formalism to the wavelet packet case and what

is the advantage of this approach; and

How the fractality chal'acter of SAR irnages can be used to extl.act featules.

This thesis develops new and promising appr.oaches for. SAR data compression

and segmentation based on neulal networks, wavelets and multifractal analysis. It shows

how to adapt and to apply these modern techniques with a maximum benefit for SAR data

compression and featule extraction. By using wavelets, the thesis points out the
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limitations of the standard bases, and determines a wavelet basis adapted to the SAR

signal. This thesis develops also an algorithm for SAR image segmentation using a

combination of multifractal analysis and the iterated futtctlon sysrerns (IFSs).

1.3 Organization

The organization of this paper follows the tempor.al development of the thesis

research. Thus, a background on SAR system is provided 1n Ch. 2, followed by an

extensive literatule review of the current raw SAR data compression techniques in Ch. 3.

Chapters 4 and 5 present the development of wavelet, wavelet packet and optimal wavelet

for raw SAR data compression. The multifractal analysis and its application to SAR image

segmentation are provided in Chaptels 6 and 7. Chapter. 8 pr.ovides conclusions. A brief

description of each chapter content follows.

Chapter 2 explains the physics of SAR and the SAR signal processing algor.ithms.

Pulse compression and azimuth focusing are developed. Then SAR image for.mation and

characteristics are plesented. Since the raw SAR signal is central to this thesis, a

discussion of its naturc, statistics and othel characteristics are provided in this chapter.

since the oÌiginal 8-bit sampled data on the satellites ale not available to the gener.al

public, ch. 2 also presents a discussion on transforming the available reduced 4 and 5-bit

per sample SAR data to 8-bit for experimental use. This makes also a lossy complession

technique less severe. The details of the pre-conditioning of data test sets used .in this

thesis ale presented in the last section of the chapter. The contributions include a

comprehensive bibliographical study as well as the pr.e-pr.ocessing of data in hand.

-5-



Chapter I: Introduction

Chapter 3 begins by discussing a mathematical model of images, then states the

notations and fixes the hypothesis of work. Then background information on lecent

developments on quantization is provided, followed by a discussion of current r.aw SAR

data compression techniques. This chapter demonstrates that cuuently, even the best

techniques ale either still quite far from the theoletical Shannon bound, or are

prohibitively complex fol implementation on a satellite. The main contr.ibution in this

chaptel is presented at the end and consists of a new compression scheme using a thr.ee

layer back-plopagation neural netwolk.

Chapter'4 provides the wavelet tfansform of signals. Both continuous and discrete

transforms are plesented. The relationship to the filter banks, thanks to the multilesolution

analysis, is desc|ibed. Then a comp|ession of the raw SAR data using standard wavelets is

developed. This work, done in collabolation with INRIA, Rocquencourt, France, point out

advantages and dlawbacks of the approach. Several design parameters are discussed,

including the choice of wavelet basis function over' 100 standard wavelet bases. specific

contlibutions in this chapter include a unified presentation of wavelets and their

adaptation and application to law SAR signal compr.ession.

Chapter 5 reviews the wavelet optimality developed in the liter.ature and presents a

fonnalism in older to determine an optimal wavelet able to minimize the redundancy in

the tlansform dornain. Application to law SAR signal compression is described.

Therefole, the wavelet packet tree is investigated and applied to the compr.ession of r.aw

SAR signal. Extension of the optimal formalism to the case of wavelet packet is also

described. Wavelet adaptation to law SAR signal is our contribution in this chapter.
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Chapter 6 presents the necessaly background on fi.actals, multifractals and iterated

function systems. Aftel overviewing fiactal objects and dirnensions, we ernphasize the

mathematical formalism behind multifi'actal measures and singular.ity spectrum as

described in Sec. 7.3. It is shown how signal local r.egular.ities can be measured by the

Höldel exponent and how to estimate this exponent by the mean of wavelet transform. The

chapter ends by a plesentation of IFS encoding and decoding algorithrns. An extensive

biblioglaphical lesearch leading to a unified plesentation is the resultant contribution.

Chapter' 7 ploposes a multifi actal-based approach to the extraction of textural

features fi'om SAR irnages. The Höldel exponents ale estimated first from the continuous

wavelet transform of the image, as well as the couesponding Rényi dimension spectrum.

Next, an algorithm for the segmentation of SAR images based on the spectr.um at each

pixel is presented. Also, each flactal component consisting of pixels having the same

Höldel exponent can be an attractor of an IFS. To highlight the edges, the K-means

algorithm is used. The experimental results are pr.esented and show that the appr.oach is

beneficial for sAR image segnìentation. specific contributions include algorithrn design

and experimental implernentation,

Chapter' 8 gives conclusions, confirns and summarizes the conttibutions of this

thesis, and outlines recommendations for future research.
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CrHprpn II
SyNrHnrrc Apnnrunn Rauln

Radar systems present an advantage over optical sensing by using microwave

illumination which makes them operational during day or night and in all-weather.

However, conventional radars have the disavantage in that they can hardly reach the level

of optical resolutions. In fact, the resolution in both cases is proportional to the antenna

length and inversely proportional to the wavelength of the illumination source. since the

wavelengths of microwaves are much longer than those of visible light and the use of a

long antenna is impracticable, a technique called Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) was

developed and is capable of providing optical resolutions.

This chapter presents the general principles of SAR. Section 2.1 presents the

conventional radar systems and develops the pulse compression technique. Then, azimuth

processing, which is the core of the SAR technique is presented in Sec. 2.2. The raw SAR

signal, our plimary interest in this thesis, is derived in Sec. 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses the

SAR image fo¡mation and characteristics, and finally data are presented in Sec. 2.5. Most

of the material presented in this chapter can be found in [Brow67], [Brun02], [Cook60],

lCuMc91l, tEBJW82l, [Kova76], [Lebe95], [MuVi89], tOteu98l, [Skot70], [Touz88].

2,1 Radar

The puqpose of radar (RAdio Detection And Ranging) is the detecrion of rargets

and the extraction of information related to their speed, their distance from the radar, their
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sizes, by measuring the strength and round{r.ip time of the microwave signals that are

emitted by the radar antenna and reflected from these objects.

The radar antenna transmits a pulse ,9(r) at a particular wavelength l, (in the range

1 cm to i m, which coresponds to a frequency range of about 300 MHz to 30 GHz) and

receives a phase shifted signal D(l) generally contamined by white noise N(r). Thus the

signal available for processing is

D,,(t) = D(t)+N(t)

if a target is present and

D,,(t) = N(t)

(2.t)

(2.2)

if a target is absent. The impulse response F1(r) which maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio

is given by (matched filter) [Tree71]

H(Ð = s*(-Ð (2.3)

The matched filter realizes not only an enhancement of the detectability but also

achieves a high resolution in the range dimension by using the linear frequency

modulation (LFM), or "chirp", with a pulse duration (pulse width) r/, (of typically 10-50

microseconds (¡rs) )

s(') =,".,(;:) *,zrQo, *S) (2.4)
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Where /o is the carier frequency and K is called the chirp rate.

2.1.1 SidelookingRadarAcquisition

Figure 2.1 presents the scanning configuration of a side-looking radar. The radar is

moving perpendicularly (this is strip map mode, other modes can be considered like squint

imaging mode or spotlight) to the flight path, at speed I/" and at constant altitude II.

While the platform is moving, the antenna illuminates an Earth's area called swath. At any

fixed time the illuminated area is an ellipsoid (beam footprint) contained in a rectangle

with dimensions Waxws, where a denotes the azimuth (the parallel to the direction of

travel) and g denotes the ground swath width (or range). These lengths are related to the

dimensions of the antenna LaxLs, the spread of the radar pulse Bo and Þ, in the azimuth

and range directions, respectively, and the radar's look angle 0 at the center of the beam

by

Wo=

wr=

^H
Þo ' "*0

p,x-+
" cos'o

(2.5)

(since IV, x cosO can be approximared by ps x ;o,,4) e.6)

2.1,2 Radar Resolution

In ground imaging radars, spatial resolution is the minimum distance of two point

targets that can be distinguished as separate in the image. The resolution of interest is the

ground range resolution and the azimuth resolution. The need for fine azimuth resolution

relates to the development of the synthetic apertur.e radar (SAR) as we will see in the

sequel. Finer range resolution is obtained by using LFM pulse compression.

-10
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=L/L8

í \\u.=^r.
,¿

Azintuth Resolution

The azimuth resolution is defined as the minimum separation of two targets in

azimuth that can be distinguished as separate by the system. Tlvo such targets on the

ground at the same slant range R can only be distinguished ifthey are not both in the radar

beam at the same time. The azimuth resolution Wn at a slant range R is then given by

v,

Fig, 2.1 Configuration of a spaceborne sidelooking radar.



Wo = Rþo

and can be approximated by

*" = *e")

where À is the wavelength of the RF signal
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(2.7)

(2.8)

Equation 2.8 is very similar to the resolution in optics, and this equation

demonstrates that the azimuth resolution of a real aperture radar (RAR) is inversly

proportional to the antenna length. Thus, the azimuth resolution can be improved by

simpiy increasing the antenna length. Unfortunately, this is not a possibility in all cases

due to the mechanical problems involved in constructing a precise antenna with an Lo/)u

ratio gr€ater than a few hundred [CuMc9l]. The alternative is the SAR technique which

uses successive transmit pulses to synthesize a long antenna array by moving a small

physical antenna. This technique will be investigated in detail in Sec. 2.2.

Gro und Rang e R e s o lution

The slant range resolution ô" of the radar defines the minimum slant range

separation of two points that can be distinguished as sepalate by the system. As shown in

Fig.2.2, the two point targets A and B are distinguishable, but there is no clear distinction

between where C ends and D begins. In fact, if the head of an echo pulse anives at the

antenna at time l>0 after the tail of the previous echo pulse, then they can be

distinguished by the system as separate. Therefore, for two targets to be distinguished,

- 12-



[.ig,2.2 Propagation of a radar pulse and separation ofthe echoes (after [Lebe95]). (a) The
radar radiates a pulse. (b) The pulse hits the target A and an echo is reflected. (c) An echo
is reflected from target B and the pulse interacts with targets C and D. (d) An echo from

targets C and D is reflected.
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they should be separated by at least the pulse duration, rp , or equivalently, the slant range

resolution

õr=?

where c is the speed of light

(2.e)

Targets are located on the ground and it is more interesting to find the minimum

ground range separation of two points that can be distinguished as separate by the system,

called the ground range resolution. Figwe 2.2 shows that, to be resolved, the targets have

to be separated further (by a factor of 1,2(sinr'¡), where q is the incidence angle) . In the

considered side-looking configuration, the incidence angle is the same as the look angle e

and the ground lange resolution can then be approximated by

u, = Z:k (2.t0)

Equation 2.10 shows that the ground range resolution is determined by the

geometry of the radar and the radar pulse duration, but it is independent of the radar-target

distance. The pulse compression technique presented in the following section allows a

finer resolution while, independently, keeping an important radar-target distance.
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Fig. 2.3 Ground range resolution vs slant range resolution [CuMc91].

2.1.3 PulseCompression

At the Earth's surface, the energy in the radar pulse is scattered in all di¡ections,

with some reflected back toward the antenna, This backscatter returns to the radar as a

weaker radar echo and is received by the antenna only if it has enough energy to be

detectable. However, as the energy contained within a pulse is increased so is the pulse

du¡ation to . Therefole, the requircment for a fine ground range ¡esolution conflicts with

the requirement for reliable detection. To achieve a combination ofboth requirements, one

uses the pulse compression technique, which consists of transmitting long radar pulses
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with duration ? coded in a way that it is possible at the reception to reduce this time to a

smaller value t .

The transmitted waveform is a signal chirp and when it is compressed, the

resultant pulsewidth is approximatly equal to the reciprocal of the radar bandwidth B

(2.11\

The glound range resolution is then improved by a factor equal to the ratio of the transmit-

ted to compressed pulsewidth

B? (also called time-bandwidth product) (2.12)

To see how Eq.2.11can be derived, consider the complex form of the LFM signal

given in Eq. 2.4

s ot =, ", t(l)*r{r",Q,, . ú)}

1

"=E

T
I

The bandwidth of this signal is then B = KT. After stripping

and performing a coffelation with the matched filter, the shape

absence of noise is

U(t) = (r-

where sinc(x) = (sinnx)/(nx). The first positive zero of U(r) is given by

I d ) sin c(Kr[ ? - lrlD r r r r(+)

(2.t3)

off the canier frequency

of the detected signal, in

16-

(2.14)
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(2.t5)

and for a large time-bandwidth product BT, a good apptoximation is r = l/ B , which is

Eq.2.ll.

2.2 Synthetic Aperature Radar: Azimuth Focusing

We have seen that the azimuth resolution is proportional to the distance radar-

taryet R and inversely proportional to the antenna length Lo @q. 2.8). To achieve fine

azimuth resolution at long ranges, radars with small physical antennas employ SAR

processing. This is illustrated inFig.2.4.

While the radar is moving in space, it transmits a ttain of radar pulses at intervals

determined by f ,,r, the pulse repetition Írequency (PF.l.) (about 1500 high- power pulses

per second are transmitted toward the target or imaging area). Between successive pulses,

the radar platform moves a distance of Vr/f ,,¡, which is often much less than the azimuth

extent of the beam footprint l4zn. Because of this small platform displacement, the point

targets in the radar bearn footprint are hit by many different pulses from the radar.. sAR

processing is then achieved by summing all the radar returns to form an azimuth beam

which is governed by the length of the synthesized array and not the length of the physical

antenna.

The key observation that ultimately allows fol fine azimuth resolution with a

manageable antenna length appears in the work of carl wiley of the Goodyear Aircraft
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Fig. 2.4 Synthetic aperture principle

Corporation in the early 1950s [ShRR62]. Wiley observed that a one-to-one comespon-

dance exists between the azimuth coordinate of a reflecting object being linearly traversed

by a radar beam, and the instantaneous Doppler shift of the signal reflected to the radar by

that object. He concluded that a frequency analysis of the reflected signals could enable

finer azimuth resolution than that pemitted by the along-track width of the physical beam

itself,
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Consider the radar echoes for an isolated point target as shown in Fig. 2.5. When

the radar, travelling parallel to the point target with velocity V", reaches .r,, the point

target is illuminated by the radar beam. This point target continues to be illuminated until

the radar reaches x, , travelling a distance L, = þ oro equal to the length of the synthetic

antenna. When the radar platform is at position ;, the coresponding siant range r(x) to

the point target is given by

f2 2rlx) = 4ro+ x (2.r6)

As -r is very small with respect to r0 , the change in slant range Ár(.r) to the target is then

approximately

The phase change Q(-r) corresponding to a change in slant range Àr(x) as a function of

radar position x is given by the quadratic function

2

A,r(fi=L
zfo

^2'¿îUt
aQ(r) = 

-
Lro

(2.17)

(2.18)

Assuming a constant velocity % for the radar platform and substituting the displacement

r with y"t , the phase change as a function of time is

2nv2- t2

^O(r) 
= -------r-Lfo (2.re)
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o-
Pnt o

Fig. 2,5 Radar{arget geometry (after [Tomi78]).

As a time rate of change in Eq. 2.19 causes a frequency shift, the Doppler frequency /, ,

calculated by taking the first derivative of Eq.2.19, is given by

r _ I d(^0(Ð))D-2n dt (2.20)
zil,
Lrn

Therefore, if the received signal is frequency analyzed at time f, any energy observed in

the return at a time I conesponding to a slant r.ange r and at Doppler fi.equency,/o, will

be associated with a target at coordinate - = ry. 
Similarly, energy at a different

-20-
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Doppler frequency fp will be assigned to a corresponding coordinate ¡,. This allows

targets to be discriminated even though they are in the radar beam at the same time.

For I = Is, the time of synthetic aperture, the comesponding bandwidth Bo of the

signal is

zf.r
D_D^ - -:-" luro

but Z" = Lr/Vr, Lr= Fors and þo = )t/L"; therefore

(2.21a)

(2.2rb)

similarly to the pulse complession technique, the time resolution in the azimuth direction

after processing is | / B o, and it conesponds to the foltowing spatial azimuth resolution

õ.=h= (2.22)

as shown by Cutrona et aL [CYLH61], [CuHa62]. Equation 2.22 presents the counter-

intuitive result that arbitrarily fine azimuth resolution is obtainable by reducing the

antenna length. However, this assumes that the synthetic antenna length is equal to the

distance ac¡oss the radar beam at each range line, which is not always valid [CuMc91].

2V"
B = --iLn

L-
2
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The data a¡e sampled in the azimuth direction with a frequency equal to fp,¡ and

the Nyquist condition means that this frequency must exceed the bandwidth Bo. This

gives a lower bound to the antenna length ,"a'+ .

J prJ

More generally, a requirement on the antenna area A is found [CuMc9l] so that

2,3 Raw SAR Data

2,3,1 Raw Data

To determine in more detail the raw SAR signal, consider again the complex form

of the signal emitted by the antenna ,9(l) = ¿1¡¡"te(t). Each target in a slant range r in

the interval [R,,, - (Wstan0) /2, R,,t+ ((W rtan})/ 2)], with a reflecrance

eg(r) = a(r)eíE(t), contributes to the returns. Therefore, the backscattered signal is the

sum of ali the rotums and is given by [Lebe94]

4V"ÀR...( tan0)
A = LoL, > ----:------!:-:---------:

where R,,, is the slant range from radar to mid swath.

u u, =' 

o 
^ 

* 
"' " 

l^"" 
"" 

o r r r, (, - 
2 r\ 

"'l^r,(' 

-': ) + Ê{ Ò] 

o,
(R^-(wsÌane)/2)

After demodulation (carrier frequency removal), the raw SAR signal is obtained by

(2.23)

(2.24)
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(2.2s)

This continuous time raw signal representing the return for some particular pulse is

then sampled and stocked in a line of an anay. Each column (the block conesponding to

the aperture time) of the array represents the returns from a target for different pulses as

shown in Fig. 2.6.

As stated before, the signal is, by the SAR principle, sampled automatically in the

azimuth direction. The sampling fiequency is simply the pulse frequency repetition.Ç,y.

In the range direction, the A,/D converter must obey the Nyquist condition to avoid

aliasing, In genelal, the sampling fi.equency is greater than the Nyquist frequency by a

factor of 0.2 (fs = 2lL2Bl, B is the pulse bandwidth and 2 is because of the complex

nature of the signal). For example, in the Seasat case, B = 19 MHz, while /] = 11.3g

MHz.

2,3.2 StatisticalCharacterestics

To better understand the statistical proprties of the law SAR signal presented as a

2-D aray in the previous section, Eq. 2.25 is discr.etized and transformed to spatial

coordinates. As seen before, the backscatter returns from a synthetic aperture radar

instrument can be modeled as the superposition of N small scatters within the antenna

beam footprint [KwJo89]. The coherent rad ar reütn A(x,y) at observatlon po int (x,l (x for

azimuth direction and y for range direction), is then given by

,,u = 

t"'' - tt]^" "" 
nrrr r(, -2 

r)"'l.Ø -'(T)l 
d,

(R.- (w,t^nø)/2)
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N

A(x,y) = leleiø = \e(x¡,t¡)ø(x-x¡,,!-!¡) (2.26)

where e(xo, l¿) is the reflectance amplitude of the elementary phasor fr located at

(x *, y *) , anð, q(x ¡, t ¡r) = q ort'n is the transfer function depending only on the system but

independent of a. Here, the complex amplitude ¿ of the taryet k is given by

e(xo, y ¡,) = a(xk, yk)eiç. The phase E*= Ç*+g¡ is the sum of the target phase (n and

the phase g¿ caused by the round-trip distance.

Since the elementary phasors are randomly placed in the resolution cell, the

coherent sum in Eq. 2.26 can be interpreted as a random walk in the complex plane.

Therefore, the randomly phased phasors can be assumed to have the following

assumptions (Goodman conditions) [Good75]:

(1) The amplitude a(xo,y) (henceforth denoted by ao for simpliciry) and phase (o

of the Àth elementary phasor are statistically independent of each other and of the

amplitudes and phases of all other elementary phasors; and

(2) The phases (¿ are uniformly distributed on rhe interval [-fi,rx].

Assumption (2) is a result of the scatters having an unknown range and the range

resolution of the SAR being much greater than the wavelength of the transmitted SAR

signal. This produces the result that phase excursions of many times 2n radians produce a

uniform distribution on the interval [-n,æ] [KwJo89]. These two properties allow the
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determination of the statistical characteristics of the real and imaginary parts, along with

the magnitude and phase, of the ¡eceived SAR signal.

Successive Pulses

/'2

,/-------'-"

Successive Returns

Ronge

/

\

+
ABC

/ -------o I .-'
.l

al .-:
ñ/

.ù/.^s'l

\'

Fig. 2.6 Raw data collection.
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Real and Imaginary Parts

The real (or Inphase) and imaginary (or euadrature) parts of the received SAR

signal are given by

N
¡ = Re{A} = ) ao4ocos(lo+0¿)

k=l

1V

Q = Im{A} = \ aoqosin(\o+Q¡)
ft= I

(2.27)

(2.28)

As 4o and 0o are deterministic quantities, Assumption (1) guarantees that I and. e

ale sums of independent landom variables. If we now suppose that the number N of

elementary phasor contributions is very large, the central limit theorem implies that the

real and imaginary parts of the received sAR signal are Gaussian. Thus, the distribution is

completely determined by their means and their standard variations.

It is easy to see that Assumption (2) implies

E[cos([o+ Oo)i = E[sin(É¿+0¿)] = 0 (2.29)

The expected values of the real and imaginary parts of the received sAR signal is then

also zelo

EÍtl=EÍQl=0 (2.3o)
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Proceeding in a similar fashion, the variances of the real and imaginary parts of the

received SAR signal are given by

^NNEIn = 2 L q ú,,,Ela oa,,,fB[ cos (l ¡ + go) cos ((,,, + 0,,, ) J

k=ln=\
rN e3D= )\ oi øta*.)

2=o

"NNELe'l = 2 2 q *q,,,EIa oa,,,lBfsin(lp + 0*) sin ((,,, + 0,,,)l
k=ln=l
r¡V

= )f ni tt"o't Q'32)

k= I

2=o

where we have used the fact that independent and uniformly distributed random variables

Xo exhibit the expectations

E[cosXocosX,,,ì = E[sinXtsinX, ,,, =[) 
k = m

lo k*m
(2.33)

The covariance of the real and imaginary parts ofthe raw signal is obtained by

N

Cov(l,Q) = E\IQI = L e¡e,,,Elaoa,,,lBlcos(1¡+ 0o)sin(6,, +0,,)l 
12.24)k,nt=l

=0
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Thus, the real and imaginary parts of the received SAR signal are independent, zero mean!

identical variances, Gaussian distributed.

Møgnitude anil Phase

The magnitude lÁl and the phase Q of the received SAR signal are relared to the

real and imaginary parts ofA by

vt = ,,17 *¡

þ = arcr¡n?

(2.3s)

(2.36)

Thus, lÁl is Rayleigh distributed, $ is uniformly distributed on [-n,n], and they are inde-

pendent,

2.4 Image f,'ormation and Characteristics

Many applications of the contemporary SAR systems, such as physicat

oceanography measuring moving currents, moving target detection on the gr.ound, digital

mapping, and atmospheric changes, use only the raw SAR signai without any SAR image

formation. However, other applications necessitate image formation. once the raw sAR

data have been received at the ground station, it must be processed to form the SAR

image. The processing consists of conelating all Doppler components for ground targets.

originally, this plocessing was done using optical lenses [clpu66], however, all current

processing is done using numerical computers. The processor used in this thesis is the

Alaska sAR Processor (ASP) from rhe Alaska sAR Faciliry (ASF) in Fairbanks Alaska.
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Details about the ASP can be found in [olms93]. In this process, the raw data is first range

processed (pulse compression), then the SAR technique (azimuth processing) is applied.

To obtain a good quality SAR image, a geometric and radiometric calibration must be

performed. The processor assumes that the land is flat, the sensor and platform are stable

and that the speed is constant. These assumptions are not realistic, which generates what is

called geometric distortion. The other kind of distortion is radiometric distortion and

arises from the system effects.

After calibration, each pixel in the radar image represents the radar backscatter for

a related area on the ground ( the pixel intensity is expressed in terms of the mean surface

backscatter coefficient known as o0¡. Backscatter for a target area will vary for a variety

of conditions: size of the scatterers in the target area, moisturc content of the target alea,

polarization ofthe pulses, observation angles, and the pulses' wavelengths. The scattering

aspects of the radar signals can be through either surface scattering or volume scattering

and the return can be from transmission, reflection or scattering, or a combination ofboth

making the SAR interpretation very complex.

2.4.1 SAR Image Characteristics

Since the raw SAR signal is a complex number, one can form either a complex

image, image of the real palt, the imaginary part image, the amplitude image, the phase

image, the intensity image or the log intensity image. The intensity image X = Vf , lAl

given by Eq. 2.35, is the most commonly used,

under Goodman conditions, lÁl is Rayleigh disÍibuted and it follows that the intensity is

exponentially distributed
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P 

"(x)
ifx>0,0otherwise (2.37)

(other statistical models were developed for the intensity images such as weibull distribu-

tion, log no¡mal or K distribution [OlQu98], ISMTHS3]).

As in sonar and ultrasound, the SAR image is formed from the return of coherent

signals which may cause a random aspect on the extended homogeneous targets of the

image known as speckle. The presence of speckle leads to the following multiplicative

model

1;
= -eo

X=RS

where ,l denotes the speckle and R is the ground reflectivity.

(2.38)

Due to speckle, the ground reflectivity cannot be correctly estimated from a single

pixel. This suggests the multi-look approach: incoherently averaging L images ofthe same

arca. This leads to the gamma distribution for the intensity

p"(x) = art(Ð"r' 
t"-(Lt)/a if .rà0,0otherwise (2.3e)

Speckle Reduction

Since speckle poses many problems in detection and classification ofSAR images,

its removal is still a major issue in SAR image processing. several filtering techniques,

using either a heuristic approach or statistical adaptive approaches, have been developed.

-JU-
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Recently, wavelet transform combined with classical approaches were used and gave

promising results [FoBB01], [Fouc00], [Touz99].

2,4,2 The Fractal Nature of SAR Images

The majority of SAR images contain only naturally occuning terain. With the

SAR resolution, even the man-made objects can be seen as textural information in the

SAR image. Hence texture analysis and segmentation of SAR images can be better

handled by fractal geometry rather than the Euclidian geometry. Different studies have

established that there is a coffelation between decrcasing fractal dimension of sAR data

and microwave backscatter from special objects, which help interpret SAR images

lTuBA98l.

2.5 Data Presentation and Condition

The data sets used in this thesis are from the ERS-I, ERS-2 and Radarsat-l

satellites (Appendix A). The resr sers E1-22089R from ERS-1, E2-555lR from ERS-2 and

Rl-24576R from Rada¡sat- 1 are provided by the Alaska sAR facility. In this section, only

the pre-conditioning results for E1-22089R are presented. The results for the other sets are

presented in Appendix A.

2,5,1 Statistics of Data

Figures 2.7 to 2.9 show histograms of a block of data from the E1-220g9R test set,

while Fig.2.10 shows a normal probability plot of the same block of data. The lar.ge

probability at the tails of the histogram can be attributed to the limited dynamic range of

the A,/D converter used to quantize the data aboard the ERS-1 satellite.

- 3l
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Sample Vglue

Fig. 2.7 Histogram of imaginary data from the ERSl-22089R SAR dataset.

Ssmp'o Vålue

Fig, 2.8 Histogram of real data from the ERS 1-22089R SAR dataset.
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Fig. 2.9 Histogram of magnitude data from the ERS 1-22089R SAR dataset.

Sâmp'e Value

Fig.2.10 Normal probabiliry plor ofERSt-22089R raw SAR data.
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Figure 2.10 shows that the block of raw SAR data does, in fact, follow a normal

distribution, except at the tails where there is deviation. These plots shows that the

statistical models derived above for the received SAR signal components are very close to

the true statistics of data.

2.5,2 DataPre-conditioning

The data compression technique used on-boa¡d ERS-l and Radarsarl satellites is

dynamic range reduction. This means that of the 8-bits available on the satellite, if an 8-bit

A./D converter had been used, only 5-bits, or 4-bits for Radarsat, were transmitted. The

problem is then how to take the 4 and 5-bit quantized raw sAR data and make it 8-bit. The

resulting data, which is based on real raw sAR data, has 3 or 4 bits of additional simulated

data added and is known as pre-conditioned r.aw SAR data [McCu95].

This problem of generating 8-bit test sets has been investigated by several researchers,

however, no paper explicitly descr.ibes the pre-conditioning technique used. Instead, most

refer to the proprietary ESA document developed by MacDonald Dettwiler (MDA)

[Dutk93]. The standard techniques used to add the missing bits of information consist of

generating noise by using either Gaussian or uniform white noise. Figures 2.11 and 2.12

show the histograms ofEl-2208R data set using Gaussian and uniform noise respectively.

In [Dutk93], the author reduced the data lange and added negative exponential noise at the

tails, and uniform noise elsewhere in order to reduce the saturation at the tails caused by

the addition of uniform noise. The MDA technique can be shown to produce data that sat-

isfies all statistical requirements [Dutk93], but the histogram is not as smooth as would be

desired as shown in Fig. 2.13.
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Fig,z.lL Histogram from the E1-22089R test set pre-conditioned using Gaussian white
noise technique.
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Fig.2'12 Histogram from the E1-22089R test set pre-conditioned using the uniform white
noise technique.
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Fig. 2.13 Histogram from the E1-22089R test set using the MDA pre-condirioning
technique,

In an attempt to improve upon the MDA technique a cubic spline interpolation

[PLFI92] was investigated. Using this technique, each range line is in turn fitted using a

cubic spline and is then evaluated using an offset. Following this interpolation, the data is

normalized and requantized to the desired number of bits. The resulting histogram is

shown in Fig.2.l4. As can be seen from the figure, the shape of the histogram is very

smooth, and the saturation at the tails is less than the original data. The¡e are, however,

small local Iegions of higher than expected probability close to the tails as a Iesult of the

tail saturation of the original data. upon examination of the other statistical requirements

of a data pre-conditioning technique, it can be seen that the cubic spline interpolation

produces good results. statistics of the E1-22089R test set and resulting pre-conditioned

data are shown in Table 2.1.
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ßig,2,14 Histogram from the E1-22089R test set pre-conditioned using the cubic spline
technique.

Table 2.1: Statistics ofthe original and cubic spline pre-conditioned data from the El-
2208R.

Statistic Original
P¡e-conditioned
(cubic spline)

Entropy 4.52 7.47

Redundancy 0.48 0.53

Standard
deviation

16.37 133.68

o factot irla. 8.17

Kultosis r.44 r.39

Skewness 1.16 r.14

Mean 0.00i 0.005
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As seen in Table 2.1, the entropy difference is very similar, with the entropy ofthe pre-

conditioned data only slightly less. The other statistics a¡e also all in line with

expectations, being similar or off by a facto¡ such as the standard deviation.

2.6 Summary

The general SAR systems principle have been presented. The range resolution of a

sideJooking radar is shown to be independent of the radar-target distance, and by the

mean of the pulse compression technique, high range resolution can be achieved. High

azimuth resolution can also be achieved by SAR processing. However, because of

geometric and radiometric distortions, the azimuth processing, unlike the pulse

compression, can be very complex. Under Goodman conditions, the statistics of the I and

Q components of the raw SAR data are totally uncorrelated zero mean Gaussian, with

identical variances. This model was confirmed on real sAR data sets and any compression

technique should be adapted to it as will seen in the subsequent chapters.
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Cs¡.prnn III
CunnnNr R¡.w SAR Dnr.l Con¿pnrssroN TEcHNTeUES

This chaptel presents a brief introduction to the probabilistic image modelling,

establishes concepts such as stationarity and ergodicity, and state the hypotheses in the

context of this research. Background information is then given about image compression

and rate distortion theol'y. An ovelview of current law SAR data compression techniques

is organized into three sections: (i) techniques using scalar quantization, (ii) techniques

using vector quantization, and (iii) techniques in the transform domain. Finally, an

introduction to a new raw SAR data comprcssion technique using neural networks is

plesented. Several articles have been written compar.ing different r.aw SAR data

complession techniques (i.g., [KuDC94], [SBBE94], [BeSM95], [paCl99], and

tElBK0ll).

3.1 Image Modeling

As seen in Ch. 2, law SAR data are pr.esented as a 2-D auay (image). Therefore,

any compression technique may be either 2-D or. 1-D, depending on the sought

compression rate. In the following development, images are considered r.ather.than l-D

signals, although the raw SAR data are not visualized befor.e the ground pr.ocessing.

A data complession algorithm is usually developed in two steps: modelling and

coding. The modelling step consists of first detefmining the statistical distribution of data

and then extlacting the image cha.acteristics fol the development of a suitable

comprcssion technique. Digital images ale most commonly represented in a computer as a
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rectangular arfay of small pictute elements, pixels. F,ach pixel is a random variable

replesenting the grayscale in an image (black, white and a number.of shades of gray in

between).

3.1.1 Stochastic Processes

A stochastic process is a family of random variables {X(t), t e Z} . For each

t€ Z, where 7 is the index set of the process, X(l) is a random variable (RV). The

stochastic process is said to be a discrete (respectively continuous) ¡taranrcter process if T

is a discrete (respectively continuous) set, and is denoted by {X,, } . The state space of tt,e

plocess is the set of all possible values that the RV x(r) can take. A stochastic pr.ocess is

said to be disclete o[ continuous if the state space is discrete ol'continuous, lespectively.

The statistical propelties of a stochastic process al.e determined by the family of

the joint probability density functions (pdJ) V,,,...,,,,(x,, .,., x,,), x¡, t,, nl . It is generally

difficult to evaluate all these quantities, and in many applications the knowledge of the

fi.st Qr=1) and second (n=2) ordet densities will suffice to charactelize the pr.ocess in

ordel' to compute the following thl.ee moments and a parameter.

a) the nean m(t) of X() (the expecred value of rhe RV X(r) ) given by

nt(t) = n¡Yç¡1 xf (x)dt (3.1)

b) the autocorrclation

RUt,r) = Elx(tt)x(t)l x É 2f ,,,,r(x ¡, x2) dx Px 2

=j_

= j_j_

40-
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c) the autocovariance

C(t I tù = R(t t, tù - tlt(t t)nx(t2)

d) and the correlation coefficient

C(rt, t.')
r(t,-1^) =

rcI;¡¡¿r,,a
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(3.3)

(3.4)

C(t þ tù vanishes if X(1, ) and X(t2) are independent. However, the converse is not true

(exception has to be made for Gaussian RVs) since t\¡/o uncoÌrelated RVs can have higher

older dependencies.

Also notice that R(¡, /) and C(r, t) âre lespectively the average power and the variance

of the RV X(¡) and if X(t) is centered (i.e., m(t) = 0), then the aurocovar.iance is the

same as the autocorrelation.

Inøge as a Randont Field

An image is defined [GoWo92] as a sample of a 2-D stochastic pr.ocess (or randorn

field). Thus, a digital image {I(i,j), 1<i<M,1<j<N} is a realization of a discrete

paranete¡: random field {X,¡, l<i<M,l<j<N}. One can assume without loss of

generality that each pixel is a sample of a centered RV Therefore, the coüelation between

two pixels is

C(i, i¡n, n) = EIX¡¡X,,,J

-41
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To fully characterize this image, the joint pdf, which is a function of M x N

variables, must be evaluated. However, this task is not possible for two reasons: (i) it is

implactical (for a 512 x 512 image, there is 262144 variables), and (ii) the lack of

info|mation (there is a unique sample, the image itself). Under the stationarity and

elgodicity assumptions, this problern can be made tractable.

3.1.2 Stationarity and Ergodicity

A landom field is said tobe stict-sense stationarj (SSS) if its statistical properties

are invaliant to a shift of the oligin and ergodic if with a plobability of one, its statistics

can be detel'mined from a single sample [Papo84].

For the stochastic process X(r), the SSS means that the two processes X(¡) and

X(t + c) have the same statistics for. any c. X(r) is ergodic in the mean if the mean

nt(t) = ¡n is independent of r, and

X(t)dr = ln (with probability one) (3.6)

The assumption of strict-sense stationarity is a very strong assumption, and a

weaker condition is usually used, called wide sense-stationarib'. It is given by the two

conditions: (i) the mean m(t) = m is independent of ¡, and (ii) the autocor.relation

function R(tt, t) depends only on the differ.ence between t, and tr;i.e,

,-T
lim -l- I

7--2TJ_7

R(tt,t) = R(tt-rz) (3.7)
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Images ale generally non-stational.y even in the wide-sense definition (for

example, the means of a dark legion and a br.ight region in an image are not the same),

therefore thele is no meaning to check for ergodicity. However, in order to characterize

images statistically, the stationarity and ergodicity must be assumed. Under these two

conditions, the image pixels ale then identically distributed and the characterjstics of this

same distribution can be easily estimated fiom the image which is now a set of samples

from the underlying distribution. Thus the mean, the autocovariance, and the distribution

are estimated from

MN
,,,=Lr*LI¡r¡,;l

i = | j = |

MN
c ('E t, a2) = -, r > > e (i, j) - nt) (r (i - r r, j -.c 2) - m)

i=ti=rz

(3 8)

(3 e)

P(-r) =
nuntber of pixels witlt value x

MN (3.10)

3,2 Data Compression

Data complession is the leduction in the number of bits required to lepresent data.

It is motivated by physical limitations: (i) limited system bandwidth for. digital

communication systenìs, and (ii) limited stol.age capacity fol.computer systems. For

exanple, in the case of the Radar.sat- 1 satellite, data is collected with a maximum

bandwidth B,nu, of about 310 Mbits/s and rhe downlink bandwidth B. is limited to 105
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Mbits/s, so that a compression latio of about 3:1 is necessary. Typically a downlink data

rate of B,.¿?re cannot be achieved since it would require a large downlink ttansmitter and

antenna subsystem that cannot be accommodated within the platfor.m resources given the

large mass and power requilements of the SAR. The alternative is to reduce the system

performance by niodifying the system design or adding compression to the data collection

plocedule ICuMc91].

The mathenatical basis for data compr.ession is provided by information theor.y in

genelal, and rate-distoltion theory in particular.. Both theor.ies were developed by Claude

Shannon [Shan48] who, filst, defined a measure of infornation content of a source X with

pdf f(x) irì terms of erûropy (dffirential)

¡-a$) = -1 f$)log;f(x)dx fbitsisymbol] (3.11)

(For a disclete source, the /d/is replaced by the mass density function, ndf fp,l and the

integlal by the sum).

Data complession is divided into two classes: lossless and lossy compression.

Lossless compression consists of removing redundancy from data without any

loss of infolmation so that the original data ale fully recoveled aftel decompression. This

kind of compression is based on the first Shannon theorem, which says that the best

achievable pelfolmance by a lossless complession algorithm is to encode the soul.ce w.ith

an avetage numbel of bits equal to the entl.opy of the source. Many sour.ce coding
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techniques have been developed and implemented, including Huffman coding [Huff51],

arithnetic coding [WiNC87], Tunstall's algorithm [Mass93], and Lempel-Ziv lZiLel7l.

Due to the extrenely high entlopy of the r.aw SAR data, lossless compression

techniques are not usually employed (For example, the case of 5-bit quantized raw SAR

data fiom the E1-22089R data set, the entropy is 4.5452 bits/sample, so thar the

redundancy is only 5 - 4.5452 = 0.4548 bits/sample). Ther.e has been, however, some

research done on transform coding by [BLEKO2] and [Bolle97], [Bolle98]. In [Br.EKO2],

birplanes ofthe law SAR data and coded raw SAR data were investigated in an attempt to

|educe the entlopy of the data. It was found in [BrEKO2] that none of the applied simple

coding tlansforms yielded a significant entropy r.eduction, and it was suggested that a

mole advanced transfolm such as wavelets may pr.oduce better results.

The work of Bolle [Bolle97], [Bolle98] took a differenr approach by examining a

reversible transform for the raw sAR data before entropy coding the coefficients. Bolle

proposed the vet'y interesting idea of applying a reversible tr.ansform to remove the chirp

flonr the received sAR signal before transfolming the data using the discrete cosùte

transfonn (DCT) and coding the coefficients, as shown in Fig. 3.1. This encoding scherne

results in pelfect Ìeconstruction of the original sAR data with a compression ratio of 2.5-

3.5 depending on the scene being irnaged [Bolle98].

Fig. 3.1 Block diagram of Bolle encoder. scheme.
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Lossy compression leads to higher complession tatios at the price of some loss of

information. The oliginal data cannot be leconstructed exactly after decompression. The

theoretical foundation of the lossy comptession is rnainly the rate-distortion theorem, also

called the fourth Shannon theorem [CoTh91] which gives the theorctical bounds that can

be achieved. The techniques used for implementation are essentially borrowed from

quantization.

3,2.1 Rate-DistortionTheory

As stated before, the late-distortion theory deals with the trade-offs between

distortion and rate in lossy compression schemes. Given a source X with a known pdl

/(;v), one seeks a disclete representation of X, denoted i using a given average bit-r.ate

R . While doing so, a distoltion, denoted by d(x, i) , is incurred and two kinds of

optimization problems arÌse: (i) Given a distortion constraint d(x, x) < D , find the

representation that m.inimizes the rate R(D), called the r.ate-distortion function, and (ii)

given a rate constraint r < R, find the representation that minimizes the distortion D(R),

called the distortion-rate function. Since, in general, these two pr.oblems are r.eciprocal and

finding one function leads to the other by a simple opelation, only the rate-distortion

function is considered. The evaluation of R(D) is, in gener.al, ver.y complex and the

simplification of the problem is lequired in many situations. The following theorcm,

known as the fourth shannon theorem, ¡elates the rate-distortion function to the nìutual

information and is a useful tool fol the computation of R(D)

Theorem [CoTh9 1] : For any bounded disîortion d@, î) , the ntinitnun achievable

rote at distortion D is givert b1'



(3.12)

where I(X;ì) is the nutuaL ittfortnation between X and k, anrt f(î/ x) is the conditional

distribution of X given X.

For a memolyless Gaussian source with variance o? , the rate-distottion function

is obtained as a dilect consequence of this theolem and the fact that the Gaussian

distribution maximizes the entropy, by

R(D)
t(.
;l IoSr

0

(3.13)

(^ì
R (D ) = nr i n 

lt 
(x ;x), f(x t x ) t 

r.L, ^{(x)flx 

I 
x t d (x, x) < n 

}
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(3.14)

f) o. r. 
"î

D> 6\2

I

l

where the mean-squared-elror distoltion is used

¿ = BÍx-ìf

The distortion-rate function for Gaussian sour.ces can then be expl.essed from Eq

3.13 by

', aD
D6(R) = 6; 2 (3.1s)

Exactly as.ffith the Gaussian entropy, the Gaussian distortion in 8q.3.15 presents an

upper bound for any other source distribution making the Gaussian distlibution the most

difficult to compless. In general an exact explession for the distortion-rate is har.d to
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obtain, however, Shannon delived a lower bound also

Dr(R) = ;Ïrz2rnøt-n <D(R)<DG(R) (3.16)

The rate-distol'tion limit R(D) is achieved in most cases by consider.ing long

blocks of sourre symbols, even infinitely long as illustrated by Shannon (maybe it is the

reason why the word theory is always associated to rate-distortion). The p¡.actical design

of the representation i is perfolmed by quantization techniques presented in the

follow.ing section. Befor€ that, it is important to mention that the performance of these

techniques will be evaluated primalily by comparing the SQNR (signal to quantization

noise ratio) ofeach technique to the theoretical SQNR computed fi.om Eq. 3.16 by

3.2.2 Quantization

A quantizel q can be defined as a function r.elating the state space of the source X

to the set of lepresentation values i = {1,,; le1}, where 1is a set of consecutive

integers. This functional is completely detelmined by the choice of a family of disjoint and

exhaustive ce.lls S = {S,; i e 1} such that

2
o.

SQNR = 10log,. ¿i ldBl

4(r) = )y,1.(x)_.-¡
ie I

whele the indicatol function 1r(.r) is 1 if ¡ e ,! and 0 otherwise

(3.11')

(3.18)
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When the symbol -r is represented by q(x), this results in a qunntization error

d(x, q(x)) = d(x, y) so that the overall errol is

o1= >lde,qerfe)dx
is¡

(3. 19)

Diffelent cases can ar.ise in folmulating the quantization problem. Depending on

the dinensionality of -r and y,, one can speak about scalar or. vector quantization,

depending on the size of 1, one can have low ol high-resolution quantization. One can also

considel fixed-late ol valiable-late quantization and uniform versus non-uniform

quantization. A complete description of all cases can be found in the excellent article

[GlNe98]. Othel references on the subject include [Wils8O], tChLG89l, [Lloy82],

[Maxj59], [Glay84], tLiBG8Ol, [Sayo96], [GeGr.92]. In the following, the Max-Lloyd

algorithm and its genelalized version, known as LBG algorithrn are ptesented.

Max-Lloyd algorithnt

Scalal quantization is the process of quantizing sour-ce str.ings, one symbol at a

time. That is to say the quantizer will examine only one soul.ce output at a time, and then

output the applopriate teconst[lction value. In the scalar quantization case, the family.S is

a set of disjoint intervals of therealline,i.e S, = (å,_ lb¡), i = 1,...,M for a fixed M.

Scalar quantizers can be unifolm ol non-unifor.m quantizers. A popular example of

uniform scalar quantizel is an A,/D converter. The unifolm quantizer, optimal for uniform

sou¡ces and easy to implement, does not give good l.esults for other. distrjbutions.

.49-
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When using a non-uniform quantizer fol a source with a known distribution, it is

mole adequate to use a pdfoptirnized quantizer'. With the ntinintutn squatz error (MSE),

the task of designing apdfoptimized quantizer is to find a set of decision boundaries {å,}

and reconstluction values {)¡} to minimize the distortion

The solution to this optimization problem is given by the following two equations

"?,=; 
( 6-).)2f(x)dx' ,!i b'-t

(' ,,,,r0,
,,=t# andD, ='+"

J u,-,f"'or

(3.20)

(3.2r)

The problem with these two equations is that to solve for )¡ one needs b, and b, _ , and to

solve for å, one needs ),¡ and y- * , . Independently, Joel Max [Max60] and Stuar.t Lloyd

[Lloy82] developed a method permitting an iter.ative solution of the two equations, giving

rise to the Max-Lloyd algorithm as summalized in Table 3.1.

It can be shown that for a known probability distr.ibution, the pdf-optimized

quantizer is the optimum scalal quantizer' [Sayo96]. As can be seen fi'om the seNR results

shown in Table 3.2, the pdf-optinized quantizer is still quite far.fiom the Shannon bound

given by Eq. 3.17. In fact, the pdf-optirnized quantizer performs on average 4 dB wor.se

than the Shannon bound for bit l'ates of 2-4 bits/sarnple. This dispality demonstr.ates that
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the optimal scalar quantizer is not the overalì optimal quantizer, and that another

quantization scheme may be superior, if based on gr.oups of pixels (vectors).

LBG algorithnt

Vector quantization extends the concept of quantization from just one syrnbol at a

time, to a string of symbols. The input str.ing is quantized by comparing it to all

codevectols in its codebook, to determine which one has the lowest distortion, then

replesenting it by that codevector. This process is essentially a multi-dimensional

quantization, where the decision boundaries of the quantizer.now produce N-dimensional

Table 3.1 Max-Lloyd algorithm.

Step Descliption

Start with a set of leconstruction values tyÍo)¡!=

Setk = 0,D(o) = 0.
Select a threshold s.

2

. Find

(Å) tÅ)

rhe decision bounda'ies ou> - 
vjitjvj

3

. Compute the distoltion D(t) 1* - vjk)¡2¡6¡a,
_st- L J.,,,

:,¡ l¡i-

4 .If D(k) - DG- t ) < e then stop, other.wise continue.

5 Setk=k+1.

Compute the new reconstluction values yjft) =

Go to Step 2.

ftu^r.,,,,u''o'

,t¡-t)

t' f,(x)d:t
' bjr-,t' 

'
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Table 3.2 SQNR of Gaussian optimìzed quantizer. and Shannon bound.

bits/sample
SQNR in dB

PDF Optimized Shannon Bound

2 9.30 12.04

3 t4.61 18.06

4 20.t7 24.O8

partitions of the N-dirnensional space, wherc N is the length of the codevectors. vector.

quantization can be shown [GeGr9l] to always be at least as good as scalar quantization

because, by considering more than one symbol at a time, the structure that may be pr.esent

in the source can be exploited. The basic vector quantization algorithm is shown in Table

1.1

Table 3.3 Basic vector quantization algorithm

Step Descr'.iption

. Cleate a N-dimensional vector X from ly' source samples.

2 . Compute the distortion D between X and all codevectors

r u 'tM

3 . Represent the input vectol X as the codevector with the snrallesl
distortion.

The choice of codebook is of paramount concern when usìng vector quantization,

as a poolly designed codebook ploduces suboptimal results. perhaps the most commonly

used algorithm for codebook design .is the one developed by Linde, Buzo and Gr.ay,

known as the LBG-algorithm [LiBG8O]. Their key paper [LiBG8O] generalized the Max_

Lloyd algorithm for the case of a known source distlibution whele the inputs are no longer

scalars, but |ather vectols. The genelalized Max-Lloyd algofithrn is listed in Table 3.4.
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An obvious practical ploblem with this algorithm is that it depends on knowing the

mult.i-dimension al pdf of x. Fulthelmole, integrals are required to calculate the distortion

and centl'oids of odd-shaped legions in N-dimensional space at every itel.ation step.

Table 3.4 Generalized Max-Lloyd algorithrn for codebook design.

Step Descliption

I
Start with an jnitial set of reconstlucrion values t{o)¡!=,
SetÆ = 0,D(o) = 0.
Select a threshold e.

2 . Find the quantization legions

Ío' = {x : a1x, fk\¡ < a6, {k)¡ vj * i

3
. Conpute the distoltion D(k) = llx-do\ll'xx¡ax

Mrl

4

"# < Ê then stop, othet'wise continue.If

5 .Setk=ft+1.

. Find the ne\¡r' r'econstruction values tfo)t!=, that are the

centroids of l vfk -r)1.
. Go to Step 2.

consequently, of greatel practical interest is the codebook design algorithm developed by

[LiBG80] for an unknown source distribution that works on a training set of vectors. The

algorithm more commonly known as the LBG algor.ithm is listed in Table 3.5.

The LBG algorithm guarantees that the distortion does not increase from iteration

to itelation, but it does not guarantee that the algorithm will converge to the optimal

solution. As can be seen fi orn the algodthm steps, shown in Table 3.5, the final codebook
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is heavily dependent on the choice of the initial reconstruction values. To addrcss this,

[LiBG80] describes a codebook initialization for the LBG algorirhnÌ called the splitring

technique.

Table 3.5 LBG algorithm for vector quantizer codebook design.

S tep Description

1 . Start with an initial set of reconsrlucrion values { 4o) }I= , un¿ u

set of training vectors {X,,}f= ¡ .

.Setft=0,D(o)=0.

. Select a thleshold e .

2 . Find the quantization ."gion, 1t{k)1[ I rhar ar.e given by

4o) = {x,,, d1x,,,{k)).¿(x,,,10)) vj+i} i = r,2,...,M

J . Compute the average of the distoltions D(k) bet*"en the training
vectols and their leconstruction value.

4 ^(r) ^ 
(,( - l)

n "--# < s then stop, otherwise continue.
f)'"'

5 .SetÀ=k+1.

. Find the new leconstruction values tfo\{=, thar are the

average value of the elements in each of the quantization l.egions

14" ''. co to Step 2.

Using the splitting technique on a training set, the codebook is doubled at each

iteration until the desired nunbel of levels in the codebook is reached. By using the final

codebook from the LBG algorithrn of the previous iter.ation at each ,,splitting", the

codebook is guaranteed to be at least as good as the codebook pr.ior.to splitting. If the

desired number of levels is not a powel of two, then dudng the last itel'ation, instead of

genelating two new reconstruction values for each prcvious r-econstfuction value during
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the splitting step, only the necessaly number of vectors are perturbed. The reconsttuction

points chosen to be pel'turbed should be those with the lal.gest distortion, or the largest

number of training set vectors.

Quantization in the Transfonn Donaùt

The motivation behind tlansfolm coding is that if a sequence of inputs is

transfolmed into another sequence, in which rlost ofthe infor.mation is contained in only a

few elements, then fewer bits will be required to reprcsent the same information, or

reduced distortion will be possible using the same number of bits. By performing a

suitable lineaÌ tl'ansfolnation on an input vector', a new vector can be obtained. The new

vector, called the tl'ansfolm coefficients, rnight have the feature that the coefficients are

much less conelated than the original samples. With this correlation removed, the

infolmation may be much more colnpact in the sense of being concentrated in only a few

of the tlansfol'm coefficients. Having in this sense removed (or.r.educed) r.edundancy, the

hope is to be able to quantize these coefficienrs r.nore efficiently IGeGL92], [Sayo96].

A measure of the diffeling information of the different coefficients is the variance

(thus the energy fol zelo-mean coeificient) of each element o,] . Using the MSE as the

distortion critelion, a bit allocation strategy fol'the transform coefficients can be found as

lSayo96l, [CoTh91]

1 6?.
R* = R+;logz---- 

,LM!

ylto?,t"
n=l

(3.22)
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where Àlr is the numbel of bits assigned to the fttl¡ coefficient, R is the aver.age bits per.

coefficient desir-ed, and M is the number of coefficients to be quantized. This equation

will minimize the R* s, but does not gual'antee that the bit allocations will be integers or

even positive. The standald apploach to this problem is to r.ound all Ros to the nealest

integer, zelo all negative Ros, and then uniformly r.educe all the non-negative R*s until

the avelage t ate is equal to R .

The objective is then to find the tr.ansform that nost decorrelates the input. The

decolrelation pelformance of a tlansfolm is evaluated by the codittg gain lGe3rg2l

IG=ls
lL1

\t/M
2l

o,, 
l":')'*(,í, (3.23)

It can be shown that the Karhutzen-Loéve transþrnt (KTL) is an optimal

decolrelation for a Gaussian distlibution in that it maximizes the coding gain [Sayo96].

Unfoltunately, the KLT is irnpractical as it requires the calculation of the autocorrelation

matrix fol each block of input data [GeGr'92]. In the last section of this chapter, a neur.al

netwolk based technique apploximating the KLT transform is presented. wavelet-based

transform ale presented in the subsequent chapters.

3.3 CurrentCompressionTechniques

As early as 1971 , compression oftaw SAR data has been a major.topic of lesearch

[LiBu1]l due to the enormous amount of data gene¡ated from a sAR system. perhaps the

- 56.
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simplest compression technique for raw SAR data is the quantization of data itself

[LiBu7?]. The technique discussed in [LiBu77] addresses the pr.oblem of storing and

transmitting the law SAR signal before being plocessed into a SAR.image, by digitizing

the analog received SAR signal into digital raw SAR data. With the advancements in

digital computing, the on-board quantization of the raw SAR data using A./D converter is

now used on almost all SAR satellites.

Pelhaps the nìost significant constraint in the design of a SAR system is the

bandlimited downlink channel. The bandwidth necessary for. a given SAR system is

determrned by three key factors: (i) the number of bits used in the A,/D conver.sion, (ii) the

baseband bandwidth of the received SAR signal, and (iii) the PRF (pulse repetition

frequency). The bandwidth of the received SAR signal and the pRF are both determined

by the geometry of the SAR ladar. There are several options available to attempt a

reduction in the lequired bandwidth by alteling the radar. geometry:

(1) Increase the length of the SAR antenna and reduce the pRF at the expense of

incleased mass and degraded azimuth lesolution;

(2) Reduce the bandwidth of the transmitted radar. pulse and/or. the over.sarnpling

factor to reduce the A./D convel.ter. sampling frequency at the expense of degraded

range resolution;

(3) Reduce the swath width by increasing the incidence angle or changing the radar

geoÌnetry at the expense of |educed gr.ound coverage and increased geometric

distoltion from foreshortening and layover effects [CuMcgl Ch.8]; and
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(4) Reduce the quantization perfolmed by the A,iD conver.ter.to fewer bits per sample

at the expense of increased distortion noise and, therefore, degraded radiometríc

accuracy.

Of all the options, Option 4 has been most typically used aboard SAR systems, as the

lange and azimuth resolution are still maintained and it is implemented by simply using an

A/D convertel with a larger quantization step size. The lesulting radiometric loss produces

images with less dynamic lange and more overall noise. This technique is curr.ently used

aboard the ERS-1 [Atte91] and the Radarsat-1 satellites.

As indicated in Ch. 1, the most widely recognized technique for. raw SAR data

complession is the block adaptive quanrization (BAQ) developed by IKwJo89]. The other

techniques wele developed in order to inclease the performance by using, in most cases, a

different quantization method. In IEIBK0l], the authors presented a review of the cur.Ìent

raw SAR data compression techniques which were separ.ated into three different

categories according to the method of quantization, scalar ol.vector, and the domain of

compression. Although a multitude of methods of evaluating the effects of coding on SAR

data exists (e.g., [ALVE99], [DuCu92], [DuCu94], IHOCCSSI), the SNR is used here ro

compare the different techniques.

3.3.1 Techniques Using Scalar Quantization

B lo c k Ad aptiv e QuantiTøtio n

The block adaptive quantizcttiott (BAQ) was developed by Kwok and Johnson of

the NASA JPL [KwJo89]. As indicated by its name, the BAe algorithm takes advantage

of the slowly varying echo powel in range fi.om pulse-to-pulse to allow the block
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adaptation of the quantizer. This is accomplished by the determination of the statistics for

each block of data samples, which in turn is used to adjust the quantizer levels. Since the

statist.ical distlibution of the leal (I) and quadrature (Q) data samples is assurned to be

zero-mean Gaussian with identical valiance, the standard deviation is the only paraneter

necessal'y to describe the distribution.

The choice of block size is an important parameter in the BAQ atgorithm. It is

essentially a trade-off between the number of samples necessary to ensure that the block

wjll have a Gaussian distribution, and an attempt to minimize the block size to keep valid

the stationaly signal assumptiorl.

The BAQ algorithm is a non-uniform quantizer. optimized for a Gaussian

probability distlibution whet'e the threshold values are adapted on a block by block basis,

and ale derived from the variance of the block. A block diagram of the algor.ithm is shown

in Fig. 3.2.

For the Magellan mission ro Venus, the BAQ algorithm was modified slightly for

two reasons: (i) to reduce hardwale complexity, the aver.age signal magnitude was used as

r........-..-. . ...........:.. : ! . .. . .... ......- : : Ì

Fig. 3.2 Block diagram of the BAQ algorithm.
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an estimate of the standard deviation, and (ii) to preserve the radiometric energy of the

i..econstructed signal, the Max-Lloyd quantizer construction levels were adjusted.

As shown in Fig. 3.3, rhe average signal magnitud" l¡ = l0l is a close

apploxirnation to the standal'd deviation. The perfor.mance difference between using the

average magnitude statistic and the variance is small, however, the hardware complexity

sav.ings were significant IKwJo89].

The enelgy after quantization to the signal energy ratio is given by

(3.24\

In the case of a 4-level symmetlic quantizer (2-bit quantization), Eq. 3.24 can be

simplified to

(3.2s)

Using the Max-Lloyd leconstruction levels for 2 bits [Sayo96] into Eq. 3.25, ir is easy to

obtain G = 0.8825. Thelefore, the average ener.gy of the quantized r.aw SAR data is

0.8825o2. In order to maintain the ladiometric energy of the l.econstructed raw SAR sig-

nal, the |econstruction levels ofthe Max-Lloyd quantizer would have to be raised by a fac-

tor of 1,/0.8825, resulting in the leconstruction levels of +0.52o and +1.726. 1¡¡.

change in reconstruction levels also changes the SNR of the ¡econstr.ucted signal for. a

'¡ M b¡

G _ Et@_(4))'t 
= i f J r?¡r¡¿,

t.tx I 6 .,
I = tui_t

,l;e)' ,,4?). j(';)'[' -",4?]l
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o of GausslÊn Oisl.ibúion
20 40 60 80 100 120 l4o

Fig, 3.3 Avelage magnitude versus standard deviation of a Gaussian signal.

2-bit BAQ to 8.76 dB as shown in Table 3.6. Although BAQ does pr.oduce acceptable

results and presents a low implementation complexity, it is still quite fal fi.om the Shannon

bound as shown in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6 SQNR of BAQ, radiometlic colrected BAQ, and the Shannon bound using the
test set E1-22089R

bits/sample

SQNR tdB]

BAQ
BAQ with

Radiometric
Conection

Shannon Bound

2 9.30 8.76 12.04

3 t4.61 t4.46 18.06

4 20.23 20.t8 24.08

-6t -
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Flexible BAQ

A slight valiation on the BAQ algorirhni is the flexible BAe GBAe) [McCu95],

[KuDC94]. The FBAQ algorithm works in the same manner as the Magellan BAe except

that the number of quantization bits for a given imaging pass is programmable from the

glound station. FBAQ also only operates on a l-D vector of samples, whereas the

Magellan BAQ opelates on a 2-D block of samples [KuDC94]. The finding of [KuDC94]

indicates no significant implovement in the per.formance of the algorithm using a 2-D

block, and therefole decided on the simpler' l-D block. The findings also demonstrate the

perfolmance of FBAQ to be the same as the Magellan BAe. A block diagram of FBAe is

shown in Fig. 3.4.

Fuzz¡ B lo c k Adaptiv e Quantizøtiott

The BAQ algorithm assurnes that all blocks are Gaussian zero-mean distributed:

however', a sniall block does not guarantee this supposition. The fuzzy block aclaptive

quarúizatiotl (fuzzy-BAQ) attempts to .improve this by the determination of the degree of

Block of
Raw SAR

Data

zu¡¿ eili ¿iäÈ;äm oaihe ËÈAa ;lsô;ithm.
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membelship of each block of data to a distinct Gaussian distrjbution lBenz94l, [BeSM95],

[SBBE94]. The membership then determines which Gaussian distribution, and thereby

which valiance, best represents the data to give the lowest distortion. A block diagram of

the fuzzy-BAQ algorithrn is shown in Fig. 3.5.

Frizzy-BAQ
Älgorithm

Fig. 3.5 Block diagram of the fuzzy-BAQ algorithm.

The estimation ofthe standard deviation and other quantization parameters such as

the reconstruction levels are computed using a fuzzy systern. The fuzzy input varjables are

genelated by the fuzzification of the crisp input variables, wherc the inputs ar.e frequencies

ofthe distinct values in the block. using a rule-based algolithm, the luzzy output variables

are then calculated. Finally, the defuzzified output valiables a|e used fol the quantization.

Performance lesults from the fuzzy-BAQ algorithm developed in [BeSM95] are shown in

Table 3.7.

Table 3.7 SQNR of fuzzy-BAQ [BeSM95] and BAe.

bits/sample
SQNR tdB]

Fuzzy-BAQ BAQ

) 10.1 9.30

3 nla t4.61

4 nla 20.23

Fuzzy
Calculation of
QuaDtization
Thresholds

Palameters of
Data Block

Block of
Raw SAR

Data
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Block Adøptive Hßtogrøm Equalizatiott Quøntirytion

The block adaptive histogram equalization quanrization (BHEQ) [KuDC94] is an

algorithm that first tlansforms a block of raw SAR data from a Gaussian distribution to a

uniform distribution using the variance of the block. The transformation is achieved by

conputing the cunulative distribution function of the Gaussian distribution, and can be

performed using look-up tables [KuDC94]. A btock diagram of the BHEe algorithm is

shown in Fig. 3.6.

The BHEQ algorithm approaches, without surpassing, rhe SeNR of BAe using a

uniform quantizer. This lower SQNR is the result of the BHEe minimìzing the

quantization errol'in the histoglarn-equalized domain, and not the quantization efl.or in the

orÌginal Gaussian distlibution. Although BHEQ has a lower SQNR than BAe, it has the

benefit of a slightly less complex quantizer.

t---.*- - I
] Conrpressed :

i Data Streem j

Fig. 3.6 Block diagram of the BHEQ algorithrn.
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The SQNR lesults for BHEQ algorithm developed in [KuDC94] are shown in

Table 3.8 and compared with BAQ. These SQNR r.esults show rhar the BHEe is

consistently inferior to BAQ by, on average, 0.24 dB.

Table 3.8 SQNR of BHEQ [KuDC94], and BAQ

bits/sarnple
SQNR tdB]

BHEQ BAQ

2 9. 15 9.30

3 14.34 14.61

4 19.94 20.23

Block Adaptive Contplex Quantization

In a typical SAR system, the l.aw SAR data is digitized as individual streams of

leal (I) and quadlature (Q) data samples. 'the block adaptive comltlex quantizatiotl

(BACQ) functions by treating a pail of I and Q values as a complex sample, and then

quantizing the sample using a quantizel.with boundaries and reconstruction levels in 2-

dimensional space [KuDC94]. Tleating the data as a complex sample is essentially

applying vector quantization to BAQ, where the codebook is compr.ised of vectors of

length two. This algorithrn is discussed in this section because the complex value is treated

as a single scalar.

To ensure that only one codebook is needed for. the complex quantizer., each block

of ¡aw SAR data must have the sane statistics. To accomplish this, the block can be

histoglam equalized [KuDC94], or simply normalized (divided by its varÌance). A block

diaglam of the BACQ algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Fig. 3.7 Block diagram of the BACQ algorirhm.

The SQNR results for BACQ algorithm developed in [KuDC94] are shown in

Table 3.9 and compared with BAQ. The only resulrs presenred in [KuDC94] for BACe is

for' 2 bits/sample, and this result is inferior to BAQ by 0.15 dB.

Table 3.9 SQNR of BACQ [KuDC94] and BAQ

bits/sample
SQNR tdB]

BACQ BAQ

2 9. l5 9.30

3 nla t4.61.

4 nla 20.23

Errtropy -C ortstrøine d BIo c k Adøptiv e Quantizøtíot¿

Morc recently, an etxtropy-constrained BAQ (ECBAe) has been pr.oposed by

[Algú0]. This technique promises to outper.for.m BAQ in SeNR, while still maintaining a

low level of computational cornplexity. The irnplementation of ECBAe by [Algr.00] also

Variance of
Data Block
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possesses the ability to control the output data tate by adjusting the level of quantization.

This adjustment can be done without the need for developing new hardware, and can use

non-integel' rates.

The ECBAQ algorithm is simply an optimum quantizer, followed by an entropy

coder'. The quantizer in ECBAQ is an adaptive quantizer which adapts the thresholds

based on the standard devìation ofeach block ofdata. This, in tur.n, also adapts the entropy

codel. Unlike BAQ, where the optimum quantizer is non-uniform, a uniform quantizer.in

ECBAQ is optimum. In [Algr'00], rhe enrropy coder used is a Huffman coder [Sayo96].

However, an adaptive arithmetic codel could also be used. A block diagram of the

ECBAQ algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.8.

The SQNR lesults fol ECBAQ algorithni developed in [AlgLOO] ar.e shown in

Table 3.10 and ale compared with BAQ. As can be seen from the SeNR results, ECBAe

outpe|forms BAQ at all bit rates by 1.31 dB, on average.

Table 3.10 SQNR of ECBAQ tAlgúO1 and BAQ.

bits/sample
SQNR tdB]

ECBAQ BAQ

2 9.67 9.30

3 16.17 14.61

4 22.23 20.23
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B lo c k F lo atùtg P oíttt Quantizatiott

The block floating point quantizatiotx (BFPQ) is similar to the BAe algor.ithrn,

except that BFPQ uses a uniform quantizer, whercas BAQ uses a non-uniform quantizer

[Hune89], [Hune9O], UoHW9ll. The uniform quanrizarion in BFPQ is simply a division

by the quantization step adapted to each block, followed by a r.ounding. To speed up the

calculation time, the quantization step can be ¡ounded to the nearest power of 2, making

the division a sirnple right shift.

The BFPQ algolithm derives its name fi.om both the block of raw SAR data which

are unifolrnly quantized and the subsets of available bits being selected by a

predetermined algorithm, the equivalent of moving the "floating point,' marker of the

binary data. A block diagram of the BFPQ algodthm is shown in Fig. 3.9.

Fig. 3.8 Block diagram of the ECBAQ algolithrn.
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The BFPQ is palticularly attractive because of its low computation cornplexity,

which is even lowel than that of BAQ. Like the BAQ algorithm, rhe BFPe can adapt to

the vatiation in power'; however', the perfolmance of BFPQ is always infer.ior to that of

BAQ because BFPQ uses a non optimal quantizer. The BFPQ has been used on severaL

SAR systems, most notably the SIR missions [Hune89].

3.3.2 Techniques Using Vector Quantization

As indicated aheady, flom cornmunication theory, it can be shown that vector

quantization always performs at least as well as scalar quantization [Gray84]. It is then a

natulal proglession for vectol quantization to be applied in the compression of r.aw SAR

data. Many resealchers have applied vector quantization to raw SAR data compression,

approaching it from two diffelent perspectives. The first gloup of rcsearchels developed

techniques to apply vector quantization to the entire data frane at once [ArnoBT],

UVFC88I, [MGBB94], [RACC88], and the second group of researchers app.lied vector

Calculation of
Quantization

Step
(Power of 2)

Fig. 3.9 Block diagram of the BFPQ algorithm
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quantization on blocks of raw sAR data ll-ebegs], [LMBL95], [BoBlg3], tSBBEg4l,

[BeSM95], [PaCl99].

Vector Quøntizatiort

The appeal of vectol quantization in other. applications has led researchers to apply

it in the compression of raw SAR data. The techniques used in [Arno87], tJVFC88l,

[MGBBg4], and [RACC88], are fundamentally the same, wher.eby a vector quantizer is

used to compless an entile raw SAR data frame at once. The standard techniques ofLGB

and lattice vectol quantization have been used to design the codebooks [Arno87],

[MGBB94], in addition to determining the optimal codebook size [JVFC88]. Although no

raw SAR data SQNR results ale described in those papers, it is noted in [MGBB94] that

vector quantization outpelfolms BAQ, especially at low bit rates. It was also noted in

[MGBB94] that the lattice vector codebook design was superior to the LBG codebook.

Blo ck Adaptiv e Vector Quantization

It has been shown [KwJo89] that raw SAR data has a slow-changing power. in both

range and azimuth directions. By applying vector quantization on a block-by-block basis,

the vector quantizel codebook can be more specific to the statistics of the given block. If

the block of raw SAR data is normalized to have the same variance, then only one

codebook is needed for all blocks. This sequence is basically a BAe with the output

followed by a vector quantizer. The resulting algorithms, which ale all fundamentally the

same, are the block gatu adaptive vector quantizatlon (BGAVQ) [Lebe95], tLMBL95l,

the block adaptive vector quantization (BAY Q) [MoBl93], tSBBE94l, [BeSM95], and rhe

gain-shape vector quatúization (GSVQ) [PaCl99]. A block diagram of the BAVe is

-'10 -
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shown in Fig. 3.10. Performance results for the BGAVQ algorithm from [Lebe95] for a

vector of length 4 and compared with BAQ, are shown in Table 3.12. It has been noted by

most relevant authors that the computation complexity incl.ease for. a block vector

quantization technique is slightly largel than BAQ, but the perfor.mance results justify this

inclease-

Fig. 3.10 Block diagram of rhe BAVQ algor.ithm.

The BAVQ algorithn can be bloken down into the following four steps as shown

in Table 3. I 1.

BÄYQ Algorithm

Table 3.1 I BAVQ algorithm.

Step Descliption

1 . Acquisition of a block of law SAR data in r.ange.

2 . Calculation of the variance of the block.

J . Nolmalization of the block by division by the block's variance.

4 . Quantization of each vector of samples using a vector quantizet
and a predesigned codebook.
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Trellis Coded Qu{uttizatio n

Sinilar to the idea of vector quantization is the t¡ellis coded quantization (TCQ),

which has been applied in the compression of r.aw SAR data by several researchers

[Owen97], [OMHK97], tOMHK99l. One of the atrr.acrive features of TCQ is that it can

process very long vectors with a computational complexity that is independent of vector

length. This is in sharp contrast to full search vector quantization which lequires

exponential complexity for increasing vector length.

Two TCQ techniques have been applied in the compr.ession of r.aw SAR data, the

trellis coded. vector quantizatton (TCVQ), and. the universal TCQ {JTCQ). UTCQ is a

l'efinernent ovel TCQ in that it does not requile trained and stor.ed codebooks, and allows

non integel encoding Lates. However', UTCQ uses an arithmetic coder [Sayo96] and as

such has variable length codes making it vely sensitive to bit error.rates. TCVe addresses

this ploblem by using fixed length codes. More detailed infor.mation on TCe can be found

in [FiM'W91]. Perfonnance results for TCVQ and UTCQ fi.om tOMHKggl are shown in

Table 3.12 and compaled with BAQ. These results show that both TCVe and UTCe

outperfonn BAQ at all bit lates with UTCQ yielding the greatest gains. The SeBR r.esults

show that UTCQ outperforns BAQ by 1.86 dB on average and increases in SeNR gains

with increasing bit lates.
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Table 3.12 SQNR of TCVQ [OMHK99], UTCQ [OMHK99], and BAe

bits/sample
SQNR tdB]

BAQ TCVQ UTCQ Shannon Bound

I 4.39 5.19 5.22 6.02

2 9.30 10.69 I 1.30 12.O4

3 t4.61 t6.29 11.3',7 t 8.06

3.3,3 Techniques in the Tlansform Domain

h'ansfornt BAQ

The BAQ algorithn was developed to compress a zero mean Gaussian signal, such

as law SAR data. This means that BAQ can also be applied to tr.ansform raw SAR data if

it has the same statistics, as is the case of an orthogonal transfor.m. This has led to

substantial research in the development of transform-based BAe algorithrns tSBBE94l,

[BesM95], and [FiBM99]. That resealch attempted sevelal transforms such as the disc,'¿r¿

cosùrc transfonn (DCT), the Walsh-Hadamatd transfornt (WHT), and tbe fast Fourier

transform (FF'l).

All of these transfol'm based BAQ techniques work in the same mannel. as shown

in the block diagram ofFig. 3.11. The techniques ale simply a tLansform on a block ofraw

SAR data followed by a BAQ of the coefficients.
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TFansform-Based
BAQ Algorithm

Itt
..._...t

Fig. 3,11 Block diagram of transform based BAQ

The tlansfolm based BAQ algorithms can be broken down into the following five

steps, as shown in Table 3. 13.

Table 3.13 Tlansforn-based BAQ algolithn

Step Descliption

I . Acquisition of a2-D block of law SAR data

2 . Calculation of the valiance of the block.

3 . Nolmalization of the block by division by the block's variance.

4 . 2-D t|ansfolmation of the block of data.

5 . Quantization of the transform coefficients using BAQ

Although no SQNR performance metrics in the signal domain ar.e given in the

papers, ìt has been noted in [BeSM95] that the FFT-BAe algodthm had the best

perfolmance but the highest computational complexity.

Block of
Rarv SAR

Data
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Partict¿lørities of tlre FFT-BAQ Algorithnt

The idea presented in [BeSM95] for FFT-BAQ is to adapt the data compression to

the energy variation of the frequency envelope of the raw SAR data, ther.eby quantizing

the regions with highel energy with mole bits. Additionally, the fiequency region outside

the plocessed bandwidth does not need to be coded at all. This then r.equires that the BAe

used on the transfolmed data has a vatiable comprcssion ratio.

[BeSM95] claims that ir.r plactice, the plocessed bandwidth coruesponds to

approximately 85Vo of rhe full signal bandwidth, allowing an iml¡ediate data reduction of

15Eo with no image degradation. The bit allocation scheme for the BAe used on the

transformed data in the FFI-BAQ fi'om [BeSM95] is shown in Fig. 3.12.
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C ontpre ssion U sing Wav elets

The growing popularity of wavelets, has led several researchers to take an interest

in applying wavelers to rhe compression of raw SAR data. In [paSc99], tpasB99l,

[PaSc00] wavelets were applied to the entire data frame at once to compless the r.aw SAR

data. An alternative approach to applying wavelets directly to the entir.e data frame is to

apply it to blocks of data and adapt the quantization to the specifics of each block, thereby

creating the wavelet-BAQ. In [ETHB02], the authors have introduced an algorithm

whereby blocks of law SAR data are transformed using DWT and the coefficients

quantized using a Max-Lloyd quantizer fol Gaussian distr.ibution. This algorithm will be

summalized in Ch. 4.

To end this chaptel, a neulal network based technique for r.aw SAR data

comprcssion is described. The motivation for this approach cones fi.om the observation

that the data come fi'om a Gaussian distribution, while the architecture of the neural

network considered pelforms a KLT which offers the optimal decorrelation for Gaussian

processes among all tlansforms.

3.4 Back-Propagation Based Compression

Back-prcpagatiott neural networks (BPNN) have been used extensively for

compression purposes, and have been shown to be an approach of choice mainly because

of their massively palallel computation, which provides fast algorithms Uian99l. This is a

stÌong advantage when the amount of data is important, as it is the case for ¡aw SAR data.
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The BPNN used in raw SAR data complession scheme consists of one input layer

of N neulons, one hidden layer of K neurons and one output layer of N neurons, as shown

on Fig. 3.13. This netwolk alchitecture was also used for medical images compression

[ElKiOl]. It achieves a compression ratio of (N/K):1. The lretwork training uses for the

output the same data frame as the input. DurÌng the tr.aining process, the networ.k synaptic

weìghts wJ¡ and lr'ü are adjusted itelatively in ol'del to mininize the error tel.m

NN

u,= fI ,?, = i,\t,,,-o,,)2
j=t j=l

(3.26)

whele the (.r:U) ale the input values and the (o¡) are the output values of the BPNN.

The transfer functions used in the hidden and output layer.s ate linear functions. In

fact, the linear BPNN for compression has been pr.oven to outperform nonlinear networks

(which use sigmoid transfer functions) in terms of training speed and compr.ession

pelformance [MoAA9 l], ICoMZ87].

o¡l

oi2

Ir¡r *'ij

Function signals (forrvard pass)
Error signals (backrvald pass)

Fig. 3.13 Back-propagation neural network

l'¡ l

x¡2

l¡N *j¡

_>
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3.4.1 ExperimentalResults

All experirnents were performed on a SUN SPARCstation 5. A tr.aining set of

about 3500 blocks taken from the data fiame E1-22089R was used. The input layer is

composed of 9 neurons to plocess the 3x3 successive non-over.lapping blocks, i.e., N=9. K

has been chosen fiom 1 to 3 neurons, leading to the compr-ession ratios 9: 1, 4.5: 1 and 3: L

The perfolmance goal (evaluated by Eq. 3.2Q for the BPNN was set to 10-4, with an

adaptive lealning |ate.

Once the BPNN was trained (i.e., the network synaptic weights w;¡ and w,U are

determined), the method was tested on both tlaining set E1-22089R and on the set Rl-

245'7 6R. Since the raw data are not readable (as can be seen from Fig. 3.14), only the

computation of the sNR is of inte|est. Table 3.14 shows the results for both test sets. Table

3.15 plesents the BAQ perfornance (SQNR) on the thr.ee test sets and the Shannon bound.

Although the BPNN performance does not reach the Shannon bound, it outperforms the

BAQ technique. It is well known that linear auto associative NN is similar. to the principal

component analysis (PCA) approach [Klarn9l]. The BPNN scheme prcsented her.e is then

a good apploxirnation of the KLI. This scherne pr.esents also the advantage of reaching

lational bitper-sample (bps) values. Moleover, since the SNR values ale vel.y compalable

for both the training set and for the other set, it demonstr.ates good gener.alization

properties of the present method.
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Fig. 3.14 Raw SAR data: frame fi'om the set E1-22089R.

Table 3.14 SNR values using BPNN.

b.its/sample
sNR [dB]

E1-22089R R1-24576R

0.89 5.14 5.03

r.78 10.21 9.89

z.o I 16.13 15.94

Table 3.15 SQNR values using BAQ as well as the Shannon bounds.

Test Set SQNR [dB]

E1-22089R E2-5551P R1-24576R

2 3 4 ) 3 4 2 3 4

Shannon
Bound

12.O4 18.06 24.08 12.04 r 8.06 24.08 12.O4 18.06 24.08

BAQ 9.60 15.00 20.51 9.36 14.66 20.19 9.45 15.02 20.42
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3.5 Summary

Thloughout research on raw SAR compression, many techniques have been

developed and attempted, but the BAQ algorithm developed by NASA JPL still remains

the standard. Recent work in the vectol quantization ofraw SAR data and tr.ansform based

technique have shown promising lesults. It is important to note, howevel., that most

techniques achieve SQNR performance rcsults that are not significantly different than

BAQ, and are still quite far from the theoretical Shannon bound.

Of the techniques developed and discussed in this chapter, vector quantization

based techniques appear to perform better. at the price of complexity increase. The

ploposed neul al network-based scheme gives better. results than BAQ. Transfor.m

techniques are lnost promising as they ar.e able to decorrelate the raw SAR data, rcmoving

any redundancy that may exist. This.issue will be addressed in the following chapter by

developing a raw SAR data compression technique based on wavelets and optimal

wavelets.
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Cnrprnn IV

W.tvnlBrs AND AppLrcATroN To RAw SAR ulra
CoupnnssroN

. The goal of this chapter is to plovide an introduction to the wavelet tr.ansform in its

different forms and to apply the discrete wavelet transform to l.aw SAR data compression.

In this presentation, the historical development made in the subject is followed. Hence we

the wavelet development is motivated by underlining the limitations of the Four.ier

analysis in sonre situations. Once the theoly is stated, a transfor.m-based compression

system using the Haar wavelet, the Battle-Lemarié wavelets (linear and quadr.atic) and

Daubechies wavelets (D4 and D20) is presented. The tr.ansfo¡med data are then quantized

using a bit allocation stlategy. Advantage is taken from the multiresolution analysis to use

diffelent quantizers in each frequency band of wavelet coefficients. Expelimental results

point out aclvantages and drawbacks of the apploach.

From Fourier Tbansform to Wavelets

Let L2 fN) denote the Hilbert space of signals having a finite energy

4.1

L2QÐ = 
þ,, 

,, ,r"nru,'abte attd llÍtlz = U,f)

U, sl = Jltl sAld;r denotes the innel ploduct and ! is the complex conjugate of
R

= i tn"lt'a'. -) (4.1)

where

8.
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The Fourier transform (FT) of a signal /(-r) in ¿2(91) is a decomposirion of this

signal into sinusoidal waveforms of different frequencies e,,(x) = e2ni"'' ,

F@) = If6)e-ztti"'¿, = (f, e,,)

R

(4.2)

Equation 4.2, when it converges, gives the analysis of/ into its fi.equency components.

Although fol many applications, working in the frequency domain has been extremely

useful and sufficient for the application, the Fourier transfolm has many drawbacks which

are summalized as follows IKais94]:

(i) Although the reconstluction of the signal is guaranteed from its FT under

certain conditions by /(.r) = J 
(f, e ,,,) e ,,,,(x)4r , the basis function (e,u) does not belong to

R

¿2(tl) and the FT does not exist for gener.al fe L2$Ð.

(ii) The functions (e,,,) are very well localized in fi.equency domain, however, they

a|e not well tinelocalized and local featul'es in the time-domain in a signal cannot be

easìly detected.

(iii) As a consequence of (ii), all time information is needed in the computation of

the Foulier ttansfornl and this information is lost in the transfolm domain. vy'ithout this

time information, an event could be seen in the frequency domain, but no information

regarding when it occulled would be available. For stationary signals whele all fiequency

components exist at all times, this loss is not important. This loss is, however most severe

when we deal with non-stationary signals. As most real-world signals are non-stationary,

the FT is then a far less natural tool.
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To overcome these drawbacks, a solution was proposed initially by Gabor.

[Gabo46], giving information about signals simultaneously in the time and the fi.equency

domains. This solution, called the windowed-Fourier transform (WFT), consists of

windowing the signal / by a weight function g or +vindow, to obtain a localized version

f,(u) = g(u - x)f(r), then applying the FT,

i@, x1 = F.(w) = þtul s ru - r ¡r-'n""' du = (1, g,,,,1

R

(4.3)

where g,,,,,(a) = ,7u - x¡e2ni""' aLe the new basis functions. The WFT solves com-

pletely the first FT drawback given in (i); in fact, for I € ¿2(9ì), rhe functions 8,,,,' are in

¿2(91), and the inner product defining the WFT in Eq. 4.3 is well defined. Concerning the

two other drawbacks (ii) and (iii), the WFT gives a paftial solution. If g is small outside an

intelval of length Z and its FT, G is small outside an interval of length Ç) , then an accurate

info¡mation about/can be obtained in both time and frequency domain by the WFT. The

WFT is then well adapted to the category of non-stationar.y signals that ar.e stational.y in

each interval of length I One can usually let Ibe inf.initely small in order to have a good

apploximation of the non-stationary signals. The problem with this appr.oach is that infi-

nirely srnall Timplies infinitely lalge l) (as ,naL^by the Heisenberg uncerrainry prin-

ciple). Thelefore, the tine-fiequency localization of the WTF has a precision limited to a

rectangular area of zc), and any features of the signal involving a cell area smallel ol.

greatet'than Zç2 alþ either undellocalized or overlocalized.

The wavelet transfom addresses this problem of inflexible window sizes by

examining the signal using variable sized r.egions. In wavelet analysis, long time regions
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ale used wheÌe precise low-fiequency information is required, and shorter time intervals

where high-flequency information is requir:ed. Each of these regions allow the signal to be

examined at different scales, and thus addtesses the pl.oblem of uncertainty outlined by

Heisenberg. The window regions of the wavelet transform in contrast to the Fourier

transfolm and WFT are shown .in Fig 4. 1.

Ampl¡tude
(b)

Time
(d)

Fig. 4,1 Window shapes for'(a) time domain, (b) frequency domain, (c) windowed Four.ier.
transfolm domain, and (d) wavelet domain (fi.om [MMOPO2]).

4.2 The Wavelet Tfansform

4.2.1 The Continuous Wavelet Ttansform

As in the F'f and rhe WFT where the signal was deconposed respectively on the

basis functions {e,,,},,, and {gu,,..},,,,,r, the continuous wavelet transfonn (CWT)

deconrposes a signal /(r) using a farnily of functions {Vn,o,ae !l*, De gl}

(tî* = tì\{0}) generated by a function \1l(r), called ntother wavelet Instead of

modulation, this family is obtained by scaling and. shifting given by

òF--------l3Het IË[--__-l
qÎ-i_T-t-l
=¡ I I I I

-ol llll
€t I I I I

Time
(a)

ðrT-rTrAF_FffiüHL'l I I I l_
T¡me

(c)
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(4.4)

and the CWT is defined as

\tn,ø¡ = (f,\y",b) \i,1., u1)f(t)dt

The CWT is therefole the conelation of/with

Fis4.2.

(4.5)

ty shifted by å and scaled by a, as shown in

=l_

-f(a, 
b)

Fig. 4.2 Illustration of the CWT.

Theorctically, there ale infinite possibilities for choosing the mother wavelet;

every function in ¿2(91) can be an a pliori candidate. However the choice becomes very

limited when some constlaints are required. The major. r.equirements on the rnother.

wavelets ale: (i) in plactice, the inveltibility of the cwr is needed in order to reconstruct

signals fronr their tÌansfolm coefficients, and (ii) for the wavelet basis to be interesting,

the mother wavelet ìlr(f) should be well localized in both time and frequency.

For invertibility, the lestriction on the mother wavelet is given by

Signal

lv (r)12 
¿r, a..

l+)
0. C* =j (4.6)
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where Y is the Fourier transform of ry. In fact, Eq. 4.6, known as the adntissibility

cottdition, is sufficient for the reconstruction of the original signal / e L2(R) by

t ' '- Cadbf(t) = ; ) lf(a,t:)v.,6Ø',"vn*À (t-
(4;t)

The admissibility condition implies that Y(w) -+ 0 as ru -+ 0, then whenever y

is continuous at zeïo, it follows that

Y(0) \y(t)dt = 0 (4.8)

Namely, V(/) is a "small wave" or "wavelet" representing the impulse response of a

bandpass filter in the sense that ìy(/) is an ¿2(R) function with zelo mean.

The CWT is used rnainly fol mathematical, probabilistic and statistical purposes

whele properties of functions and stochastic processes can be lead frorn proper.ties of their

wavelet tÌansforni [Houd94]. However, some applications of the CWT to speech and

rnusic analysis IGHKM87I, as well as to signal singular.ities detection [MaHw92] were

conducted successfully. To make the wavelet transfolm mol'e plactical, the scaling and

shifting parameters can be discretized to give the discrete ,vavelet transþrnr (DWT).

4,2,2 The Discrete Wavelet TFansform

Since scaling acts as multiplication, a scale factor øo > 1 can be fixed, and only

scales a = a'Å', m e Z can be considercd, where Z is the set of all integer.s. The discrete

versions of a and å must be related to each othel because if the scale makes the basis

=J
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function narrow, then the shifting steps should be cor.r.espondingly small, and vice vetsa.

This adjustment to the scale dictates taking b = nboadt,ne Z as discrete time. The

discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is then

f(nr, rr) = U,,4t,,,,) '{ ,,,, ,r(t)Í(t)dt (4.e)

. -nt/2where ty,,,,,,(t) = aí" ' ,4tlao"'t - nb'l¡ .

Now, there is no gualantee that the adm.issibility condition in Eq. 4.6 is sufficient

fol reconstÌuction since some information is lost by discretizing the coefficients. The ideal

case is when the family {\{,,,,,,,,rr, n e Z} forms an orthonormal basis for ¿2(tl). In this

case one has l[ll2 = L lfi V,,, u)l', and the oliginal signal is r.ecover.ed by

fØ = >>U,rv,,,,,,)rv,',,',,',,',',,',(r)' The multilesolution analysis (MRA) not only plovides

such a basis, but also relates wavelets to filter banks, thus simplifying the use of wavelets

in signal plocessing. The MRA was developed by [Mall89] and will be described in the

next section. The class of inveftible wavelet transform is not, however, restricted to

or:thonolmal bases. Anothel class based on the concept of frantes is very inlportant also

and it contains orthonormal bases as a special case. In the following, a brief description of

fiames is given. Fol mole detail on the subject, the r.eader.is invited to refer to [Kais94],

IMall98]. lDaub90l, [Lawt90].

A fanrily {h,,,e L2(R),ne Z} is a framein ¿2(R) if rher.eis apairof constant

0<A<B <- such that

=J
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What is important to notice here is that once Eq. 4.10 is satisfied, then one can construct a

family { lrj,, , m e Z}, called reciprocal family (or basis biorthogonal to {h,1,} , if { /2,,, } is

a basis), allowing the recovery of the signal / fiom the decompositiom {U, h,,,)} ,,,. , t:!

Allfil' <>l(f,h,,,>12 < BllÍtlz , vÍ e L2(R)

f(t) = >(f, tt,,,) tl,, (r)

Let l.,o be the function defined by

Yno(u,) = 1ao - r;f lv1afi'ru¡1'z

(4.10)

(4. r r)

(4.12)

The frame is self-reciplocal if and only if it is an orthonormal basis, which

corresponds to the case A = B = L

Under the adrnissibility condition, the continuous wavelet family

{\ya,b,n e R+,åe R} is in fact a continuous frame with r.eciprocal family

{r'". o = þ } , n"n.. the reconstluction in Eq. 4.7. For the discrere family to be a frame
I a'Cr)

and then invertible, a stlonger condition is needed.

Fulthelmore, let V € ¿2(R) be bandlimited, with bandwidth Ç) . Let åo = 1,/O , and let

0<A<Ynojv) <B<- fol some constants A,B>0 and ao>1. Then the family

{ty,,, u(t) = fi"/z ty7af,"'t - nb'f,), nt, n e Z} is a frame, and its r.eciprocal

{\t' ,,,,,,, nt, tt e Z} is the inverse Fourier transfor.m of the family
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Y',,.,(¡) = ffi*,, ,,,,(w),ru,,,. z| ,o tr'aL

f = (ao- t)Do I f(nt,n)ty',,,,,,
t,ne z

For proof of the above lelationship, see [Chui92] or' [Kais94]

(4. 13)

In inuge processing, the use of filters with linear phase and with finite impulse

response (FIR) is preferable. In fact, phase-linearity means a symmetl.y in the processing

and FIR filters ale sirripler to implement. The filtels associated with an ol.thogonal wavelet

basis are either with linear phase, or with infinite impulse response (IIR) [StNg96],

[VeHe92]. The fi'ame theory in genelal, and the bior.thogonal analysis in particular,

plovide a wavelet basis associated with FIR filters which have linear phase. The price, of

course, is the loss of olthogonality and, hence, an increase in the con-rputational

complexity.

In plactice, the time sarnpling is fixed at bo - l, while the scale factor can be any

integer M > 2. It is called then M-band wavelet bases [GoOB94]. Notice, however, that

most of the literatule take the case M = 2, the two-band (or dyadic) wavelet basis. The

main difference between the cases M = 2 and M > 2 is that in the latter the wavelet basis

is generated by more than one wavelet, plecisely (M - 1) niother. wavelets.

In the rest of the thesis, the time sampling will be fixed at bs = | and the scale

factor at do = 2.
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Multiresolution Analysis

A multilesolution analysis in ¿2(91) consists of a sequence of successive

approximation spaces { V;, j e Z} thar satisfies the following properries [Mall89]:

V-= {0} c... c V, c VocV_, c... c V__ = ¿2(91)

lim V,= l)V¡ = ¿2(91) and lim V,= fì V, = {0}/-+-ø - ¡--)* "jez jez

f(x)e V,ef(x-k)e V, Yk,je Z

f(x) e V, e f(2ix) e Vo Vj e Z

(M-l)

(M-2)

(M-3)

(M-4)

3þ(x) such that {þ(x. - k)ik e Z} is an orrhonormal basis for. Vo (M-5)

The function O(.r) € ¿2(91) is called the scaling functiort and gener.ates, by

shiftingandscaling,anorrhonormal uuri, {0r.,,{r) =ziþe-ir-,,¡,tte zl of v,.t,J"
The plojection of a signal f onto Vj is called an approxinntiorz of the signal f at resolu-

tion j (infact it is a version of / bluned to the scale 2/) and is given by

Af = > (f Q;,,,)Q;,,,
tteZ

Let W, be the olthogonal complement of V, in V.,_r,i.e,

V¡-t = Vt@W'

(4.14')

where @ denotes a ditect sum ofspaces.

(4.15)
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It was shown [Mall98] that therc exists a function y(.r) such thar {l1rj,,,; n e Z} lorms

an orthonormal basis fol Wr.The plojection of a signal f onto Wj is called the deta of f
while it is approxinìated by Arf at resolution j and is then given by

Df = > (lv;,,,)v;,,,
ne Z

(4.16)

It is easy to see from conditions M-1, M-2 and Eq. 4.15, that the family of subspaces

{W,i e Z} constitutes an olthogonal decomposition of ¿2(tl), i.e.,

p,w¡ = L2(R) (4.u)

Therefole the wavelet family {y;,,,; j, n e Z} forms an orthonormal basis for ¿2(R) .

This wondelful result allows a perfect reconstluction ofthe signal from the wavelet coeffi-

cients {d/, = U,Y¡,,,)}¡,,, (also called detail coefficients) by / = }Zdl,V¡,,,.

So fal two problems, however, can arise in practice. First, the computation of the

wavelet coefficients needs an integration. second, the leconstruction requires an infinite

numbel of coefficients. Foltunately, the MRA gives a solution to these two pr.oblems. For

the filst one, a bridge does exist, thanks to the MRA and Stephan Mallat [Mall89],

between quadrature Mirtor Filter (QMF) and wavelet analysis. In fact, wavelet

coefficients-based MRA deconrposition as well as the reconstruction fi.om these

coefficients can be computed with quadratule mirror filtels, consisting of a low-pass filter.

/z and a high-pass filtel g. No integration is requi'ed. This will be the subject of the next

two sub-sections. The second problem is tl'eated as follow: from Eq. 4.15, we can wr.ite,

fol any J >j
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A,f = A¡+f + D¡+í = Af + (Dj+í+ ..+ DrÐ (4.18)

In practice, it is supposed that the signal / belongs to some V; (in general V6) and the

decompositior.r goes from I to N (where N < Iogr(length of fl). The reconstl.uction is

then

f =tof= Io#Qr,,,+\\dLV¡,,, (4.1s)
neZ :-tneZ

where a/, = U, Q¡,,,) are the apploximation coefficients.

4.3.1 MRA Analysis Algorithm

Flonr the fact that $(;r) e Vo c V_, and V4 = Span{þ_1.,,in e Z} there exists

hlnl ,ne Z such that

O(") = I h[nlþ_1,,,(x) = ,^tz> hþtlþ(2x-n) (4.20)
nez eZ

Also, since y(.r) e tVo c y_t , therì there exists glnl, n e Z such that

V(¡) = L g[n]y_,,,,(.x) = Jt> g[n]Vex-n) (4.2r)
neZ neZ

Now, using the definition of a/, and cornbining with Eq. 4.20, the approximation coeffi-

cients can be represented as

nj, = 2 h[kl(f,þ,_,,0,r,)
kê Z

(4.22)
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by substituting I = k+2n,Eq.4.22 can be expressed as

"i, = Z hlt - 2nl(f, Q¡ _ 7, ¡)
leZ

but since (f, Þ¡ - t, t) is c/, t 
, therefore

"i, = }i'¡zu-t1do-l
kÊz

¿i, = 2þ¡zn-rc1dft
ke Z

where i[n) = hl-nl. Using the same arguments, the detail coefficients can be obtained

from g[n] = s[-n] by

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.2s)

Florn Eq. 4.24 and,Eq.4.25, it can be seen that the approximation and the detail

coefficients at resolution j can be obtained from the apploximation coefficients al

resolution / - I by sirnply filteling by h or g and then downsampling by two. That is the

MRA analysis algorithm and is shown on Fig. 4.3
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Fig. 4.3 MRA analysis algorithm.

4.3.2 MRA Synthesis Algorithm

Fol reconstlucting the original signal from the transform coefficients, one needs to

know only how to come back from coefficients at resolution j to coefficients at resolution

j - I . Using a similaÌ aÌgument as the MRA analysis algor.ithm, the MRA synthesis

algorithm is

a¡,- r = \hln - 2kla.[ + \sltt - 2k)d.l

kk

dl,-t = lgL2n-kJdl
k

The MRA synthesis algorithm is depicted in Fig. 4.4

(4.26)

(4.2'7)

Fig. 4.4 MRA synthesis algorithrn.

4.3.3 Properties of MRA

Some necessary conditions of the multir.esolution analysis are vely important in

the constt'uctiolt of a wavelet basis associated with an MRA. In the follo,"vìng, the

properties of 0, V, h, g and theil respective Fourier. transfor.m <Þ, y, H and G arc

summaúzed.
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From the MRA assumptions on { yj} and {W j}, the following or.thogonality

conditions on y and Q can easily be deduced [Truc98], [Mall97]

Equivalent olthonolmality conditions on Fourier domain can also be obtained by taking

the Foulier tlansform of the filst and third equalities on Eq. 4.28

(0;,,, 0;,,,) = ô,,,,

(Q;,,,,V;,,,,) = o
( V;, ,,, Vr, ,,) = ôj, ,õ,. ,,

f lot" +2nn)12 = f lw(w +2nn)12 = 1

Now, taking the Fourier tlansfolm in both Eq. 4.20 and Eq. 4.21, one finds

[''''

[*,,,,

which allows the construction of Q and y fiom å and g.

The following equation confilms that /¡ is a low-pass filter.and g is a high-pass filter

LW,¡ = J2andl?(n)l=o

fst,'¡ = oandl?ln¡l=þ

(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30\

= þ'(i)*(',)
= h"G),e)

J"ror 
=

l"ro, 
=

(4.31)
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This corresponds to the fact that the passage from an approximation to the next coatsel.

apploximation consists on eliminating details (or high fr.equencies).

The high-pass filtel g is lelated to the filtei: å through

G(1,) = l,1rr¡Alrv+n) (4.32)

where l,is 2n- periodic such that À(rv) + L(rv + fi) = 0 and | À(ru)l = 1. In general À

is chosen (for a simplel irnplementation) to be 1,(ru) = "-t"' 
,o that g is given by

glrt) = (-1)"h(1 -n)

4.4 Application to SAR

(4.33)

Since the intloduction of the MRA, a lot of importance has been given to the

application of wavelets in signal and image pr.ocessing. This growing popularity of

wavelets has led several researchels to take an intelest in applying wavelets to SAR data.

Most of the authors have applied wavelets either to SAR image compr.ession [WeWC94],

[Baxt99], or to SAR iniage speckle filtering [FoBBO1], [GaSm96], and only a few

applications to raw SAR data can be found in the literature. In [PaSc99], the author.s have

used wavelets to compress the raw SAR data. Their approach consisted in compressing the

entire data frame at once, and then thresholding the coefficients. The insignificant

coefficients are quantized to zeto, while the significant coefficients are quantized

uniform.ly. To test the pelformance, they pr.ovide the SeNR rcsults only in the image

domain, and not in the signal domain. As the entile data fiame does not have to be stored

in memory befole the compression can begin, an altelnative apploach is proposed here by
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applying wavelets to blocks of data, and adapting the quantization to the specifics of each

block, thereby creating the new wavelerBAQ.

4,4,T 2.D MRA

A palticular two-dimensional signal will be presented by 1(x, y) at ever.y point

(-r, y) in the screen. Fol normalization convenience, the work will be ovel. the global

contrast C(r, )) = 1(r, y) - 1 where 1 is the avelage over the screen [ETHBO2]. This is

very convenient as wavelets have zelo-mean for mathematical reasons [Daub92], and the

goal is to expless C as a combination of wavelets.

A separable 2-D dyadic wavelet expansion is considered here. Thus, for.a given

(I-D) ntultircsolution atnlysis (MRA) deternined by a scaling function rp and the

associated wavelet ry, the conesponding 2-dinensional MRA is determined by the

scaling function Q and the tll'ee mother wavelets Y0, YI, Y2 given by [t.uc98]

@(-r, y) = q(,i)q())

Yo(*, y) = q(r)V())

Y'(", y) = V(r)q())
V'(r,y) = V(jv)V(y)

(4.34)

The horizontal, veltical and diagonal details, at resolution j, are obtained as the

innel ploduct of the signal C with a shifted and dilated ver.s jon of Y¿, i = 0, 1,2 ,

Iespectively, i.e.,

a.í¡,k,,, = (C,Y'¡,0,^), lot i = 0, 1,2 (4.3s)
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and the approximation of the signal, at resolution j, is given by

9¡,r,,, = (c,@¡,r,-) (4.36)

where {Þ;,*,,,(:r, Ð = y'@(y'x-k,y'y-m) and Y'7,*,,,(r, y) = ziYi(y't-k,2jy-nt).

The greatest scale is fixed as the unity I = 20 (i.e., the corresponding appr.oximation and

details are a single point) and the jth scale is then 2-i . Assurning that the scale is of the

same older as the dispelsion of the wavelet, it is possible to distinguish up to 2-2i differ-

ent blocks. If the smallest scale is denoted by N (which corrcsponds to the original sig-

nal), then the leconstruction of C is given by

N 2t-l 2

C(r,y) = )
j=0,(,¡r¡=0 i=0

(4.37)

In this decomposition (in which the coarsest approximation is neglected), the signal is r.ep-

tesented in successive levels of details, from the coarsest to the finest details.

The implenentation is as follows: the r.ows of the input block C are first filtered

with /r then with g. The filteled output is then down-sampled by 2. Next each column of

the row filteled block is again low-pass and high-pass filter.ed and down-sampled by 2.

This is the filst level decomposition. The same pr.ocess is applied to the ålr-output

recu|sively to obtain the second level decomposition, and the plocess continues up to the

des.ired resolution.
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4.4.2 Wavelet Bases

To conduct the experinrent, five orthonormal wavelet bases have been used,

narnely Httttr wavelet (HW), the linear and quadratic splines from Battle-l,ennrié

wavelets (BLL and BLQ) which are constructed by or.thogonalizing the B-spline

functiolrs, and two Daubechies wavelets (D4 and D20). The corresponding mother

wavelets in 1-D together',vith their spectla ale plotted in Fig 4.5.

As it can be seen, the Haar wavelet provides bettel localization in the spatial

domain compared to the Battle-Lemarié ones. However, the opposite is true in the

frequency domain. A better trade-off between spatial and spectr.al localization is provided

by Daubechies wavelets. Other impoltant pr.operties like symmetry, number of vanishing

moments and regularity can be fruitful for data compr.ession. It was established that

[Mall98]:

(a) If the wavelet has enough vanishing moments, then the wavelet coefficients are

small at fine scales and can be neglected in a complession application. Haar wavelet has

only one vanishing moment, BLL and D4 have two, BLQ has three while D20 has ten

vanishing moments.

(b) To rninimize the number of high arnplitude coefficients (which improves the

compression), \rye Íìlust reduce the suppott size of the mother wavelet. Daubechies

wavelets have a minimum size suppor.t for a given number of vanishing moments.

(c) The regularity of the mother wavelets influences the quantization distortion of

the coefficients. Regularity increases with the number of vanishing moments. Haar

-99
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is Lipshitz 0.55, BLL is continuous, BLQ and D20 arewavelet is discontinuous, D4

continuously differentiable.

Mother Wavelets

Fig, 4.5 The mothel wavelets and their spectra.
BLQ

Theil Fouriel Spectra

(a) Hw, (b) D4, (c) D20, (d) BLL and (e)
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4,4,3 ExperimentalResults

To test the performance of the five kinds of wavelets, the set El-22089R of the

ERS-1 niission was consideled. This data frame, of 26624 x 11264 sarnples in azimuth

and range dilections, was plovided by tbe Alaska SAR Facility (ASF). For.the evaluation,

the signal-to-rtoise ratio (SNR) which is the ratio of the or.iginal raw data vatiance to the

varjance of the euor between the original and rcconstructed data was consider.ed. This

en'ol is the sall'ìe as the quantization el't'or, as long as orthogonal transforms are

consideled.

Figure 4.6 presents two parts of the or.iginal image conpared to the corresponding

reconstlucted ones (for a quantization with 2 bits) obtained after processing the r.aw data.

These two parts were chosen because of their r.epresentative features (mountains, r.iver;

lake, airport). As it can be seen from the errol images amplified by 3'l Vo shown in Fig. 4.7,

the reconstructions ale of high quality, without any recognizable residual patteÌn. Notice

also that thele is no significant perceptual diffelence with respect to the kind of wavelets

used.

The waveletBAQ lesults in Table 4.1 are compared with BAe. The table shows

the SQNR (in dB) for a quantization with 1, 2, o¡ 3 bits per sample. These r.esults show no

significant difference frorn basis to basis and no improvement over BAe, as their.SeNR

performance temains about the same at all bit levels. This is due to the chal.acteristics of

the raw SAR data which ale similar to noise. Neveltheless, this analysis uncovered several

clues that furthel improvement could be obtained by searching fol an optimal wavelet

capable of localizing the important object better.

-tOl-
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Fig. 4,6 (a) Original image, and reconsrrucred images usìng (b) IIW, (c) BLL, (d) BLe,
(e) D4 and (f) D20.
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.t . .::. ,'..,:: .. . .. r,r, t:':,,.. ¡ 1, r lt,:::l::t .1.::
. . , . .. . :: ::. .: . .:,.,:, .r..

Fig. 4.7 (a) Oliginal image, and enol images using (b) HW, (c) BLL, (d) BLe, (e) D4 and
(ÐD20.
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Table 4.1: SQNR of BAQ and wavelerBAQ.

4.s Summary

In this chapter, wavelet transform was applied to taw SAR data compression. The

wavelet transform decomposes a signal using scaled and shifted versions of a single

function. The multiresolution analysis technique fol the disclete wavelet tlansform

provides an orthonormal basis permitting a pelfect reconstruction of signals flon their

transfoÌm coefficients. The MRA also relates wavelets to filteÌ banks, thus allowing fast

computation of the wavelet coefficients.

The goal of studying wavelet-based techniques and their effect on r.aw SAR signal

have been achieved. The quality of the r.econstruction is good; however., fur.ther

implovement of the SNR has to be made. Due to noise tike characteristics of the raw sAR

signal, the standard wavelets are not vely effìcient in compacting energy in the transfor.m

domain. Hence, research has to be or.iented to wavelet optimality, combined with an

efficient quantization stlategy. This is the subject of the next chapter.

bits/
sample

SQNR tdB]

BAQ
Wavelet-BAQ Shannon

Bound

Haar BLL BLQ D-4 D-20

I 4.39 4.35 4.35 4.35 4.36 4.35 6.02

2 9.30 8.14 8.01 8.00 8.01 8.00 12.04

3 t4.61 14.55 14.52 14.59 14.53 t4.50 18.06
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Chapter V: Wavelet packets and optimal wavelets

Crrlprrn V

W¿.vBr,Br pACKETS AND oprrMAL wAvELETS

In the previous chapter, it was concluded that standard wavelet transforms are not

very efficient for raw SAR data compression. This chaptel provides a formalism leading

to the derivation of a 2-D optimal wavelet which minimizes the tlansform coefficients

couelation. The chapter begins by presenting a blief review of the wavelet packet in both

1-D and 2-D. Expelimental results with a wavelet packet and the optimal wavelet follow.

Wavelet Packets

While the wavelet decomposition produces signal components whose spectra

consist of consecutive octave bands, the wavelet packet decomposition pr-ovides a finer

spectral resolution. This generalization can be beneficial in certain applications. Coifman,

Meyer and Wickerhauser' [CoMW92] showed that conjugate mirror filter.s tr.ansform an

olthogonal basis in two orthogonal bases (or in four olthogonal bases for.2-D).

5,1,1 l-D Wavelet Packet

In the passage fi'om resolution j to resolution j + I , the wavelet-packet tr.ansform

(WPT) decomposes not only the apploximation subspaces 7, but also the detail subspaces

W, . This is based on a mathematical theolem attributed by Mallat to Coifman, Meyer and

Wickerhauser [Mall98], but it is attributed to Daubechies in [GoCh99]. This theorem

states that from the orthonolmal basis {r¡r,,,;n e Z} of I/r, another orthonormal basis

{Vi*r,,,V"¡*1,rltte Z} of l4l, can be constlucted by

-r05-
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lv';.,t'r

= )àtklyr,¡(x)
k

= fstkJv, ¡(;r)
k

= \n¡n¡y'i,,,1x¡

= \sldvtj,,,{,)
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(s.1)

(s.3)

It follows that the detail space !I/, can be decomposed in two complementary subspaces

W¡+r = span{ty', * 1,,,fl e Z} and 14r';*, = span{\V" j+1,,,;ne Z};i.e,

Wr=W¡+r @Wj*r (s.2)

This decomposition is, in fact, a generalization of the decomposition of V, into

V; 
", 1 and W¡ a 1 and by unifying the notations, both decompositions of V, and W, can be

treated at once. By setting W! = Vo ana ryl = g, where <p is the scaling function, then

the subspace W ! = tpn"{t|,,, in e Z} is decomposed by

lv1':,,¡

1 ,,.,. .

Iv;- 
, (r)

Figule 5.1 illustrates the WPT decomposition. Note, however, that there is no need to

decompose every detail subspace. If o'e decides to decompose f".g., Wl), a collection of

orthonornìal bases is then possible. In Icowi92], the authors developed an entropy-based

algorithnr fol best-basis selection.
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wt =vo

w? =v, wi

Fig. 5.1 Wavelet packet decomposition.

5.1.2 2-D Wavelet Packets

A separable two-dinensional (2-D) dyadic wavelet packet expansion, in which the

2-D wavelet packet bases ale tensof ploducts of the l-D wavelet packet bases is

consideled

vtj,'f,,,,(,,Ð = vjio (r)vj1,,, (r,) (s.4)

Therefore, the 2-D algorithm lepeats the l-D algolithm first in the x-dir.ection and then

along the y-direction. Also, the implementation of the 2-D wavelet packet algorÌthm is

similar to that of the 2-D wavelet algorithm. Here, not only is the appr.oximation (hh) com-

ponent decomposed to obtain further details of the.image, the othe¡.wavelet components

(hg, gh, gg) are also decomposed.

WI =V, w; W: W;

wllw] W: wl wi w:l*i wl
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Optimal Wavelet Basis

Although waveiet packets are very useful in optimizing the decomposition into

This section addressesindividual wavelets, the wavelets themselves may not be optimal

the important topic of optimality of wavelets.

The problem of deriving the optimal wavelet leplesentation of signals has specific

application to signal detection, enhancement, complession, and tar.get detection. Many

algorithms for designing wavelets to match a specified signal have been developed,

lTeSJ92l, ÍMazh93l, [AlUn93], [ChDo94], IGoOB94], [Swel96], [ChRaOO]. An

ovelview of the wavelet optimality shall be first presented, then a formalism which leads

to an optimal wavelet fol raw SAR data compression is presented.

5,2,1 An Overview

The construction of standard wavelets requires solving the equations obtained as a

necessary condition of a multiresolution analysis (like Daubechies wavelets), or.

orthogonalizir.rg some existing bases like (B-spline). The resulting wavelets a¡e then

independent of the signal to be analyzed. In finding optimal wavelets, another cost

function is added to the MRA constraints and the wavelet is r-elated to the signal itself.

This cost function depends on the application. In [TeSJ92] for example, the authors found

an optimal r€presentation of a given signal / at any pr.escr.ibed r.esolution -/ by minirnizing

the eüor

e = f- L U,q¡,*)qt,t = L I ffv;,*)vr,o
kez j=J+lkez

108 -
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Gopinath er aL, in [GoOB94] extended this optimal representation to M-t:and wavelets,

leading to a wavelet samplirtg theorcnt generalizing the Shannon sampling theorem by

showing that the scaling expansion coefficients {U,f r,o)tO e Z} uniquely determine the

band limited signal /, under some conditions on g .

Recently, Chapa and Rao [ChRa0O] designed a wavelet that matches a signal of

interest such that the output of the matched filter bank is maximized. By seeking a wavelet

whose scaled and shifted ve¡sions have the same specttum as the signal; i.e.,

Y 
¡, ,,(2i w) = KF(w) ; the wavelet coefficients are then equal to their possible maximum

values

d,, = (f,vr,,,) = Ill'll'llvr,,,tzilll'

thus making the signal detection more efficient

(s.6)

5.2.2 Optimal Wavelet for SAR Data Compression

In ITMPN97] and [TuPa00], the authors derived optimal representation for natural

images able to sepalate independent features at a diffelent lesolution level. Following

their approach, a mothe'wavelet is determined. It is learned statistically from raw SAR

data in older to derive a ledundancy reducing wavelet basis. The redundancy between

wavelet coefficients at different scales should be minimized.

The notation of Ch. 4 is used here. It was established that, for natural images, there

exists a multiplicative stochastic pr.ocess n such rhar tBusi99l, ITMpNgTl

gj, 
r, ,, ( r¡)

- 109 -
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and

(s.7b)

have the same distribution. The equality is required to hold point by point, for. any sample,

any scale and any position; i.e.,

(5.8)

Also the following conditions on the valiables \¡,k,,, aÍe assumed

(i) to be independent ofeach other', and to be independent fi.om o, , ¡ ¡ ¡ ¡ ,, ¡

'- "Lrllz)
(ii) to have the same distlibution for all resolution levels I and spatial location (k, ru).

By avelaging Eq. 5.6 over the data, and using the conditions above, ìt follows that

ìÌ,*,,,(to)cr- r lk I l,¡ l(o)' " L.l l1)

új, *,,,(0J) = l;. r, r,(cù)crr_,, 
Lå1, Lîl,t)

- -J-(\¡, k, r, = 1l ûO,O,O

where ã and fr ale the means over the data.

(s.e)

Now, averaging the reconstluction formula over the data, given by Eq.4.37 (Ch

4), and applying Eq. 5.7, we find

N / -t
C(x,¡,) = oo,o,ol ) ,1-iv;,0,,,,(r, l) (5.10)

j=0 '('¡r¡ = 0

where y is the assumed optimal wavelet.



By taking the Fourier transform in

Fouliet domain by
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Eq. 5.8, the optimal wavelet is given in the

Y(fplù = i t'(f',fr)

^ ^e,t)
(s.1 1)ue'Ðl

wherc A(f ,,fr) = (r - e-2"iû)(r - e-2"if", and ô is rhe Four.ier tr.ansform of c.

5.3 Experiments and Results

5.3.1 Wavelet Packet

The Haar wavelet, as well as D4 and D20 from Daubechies wavelet family, were

used to compute the wavelet packet decomposition of the raw SAR signal. As mentioned

above, each single wavelet packet decomposition gives a collection of bases. It can be

shown that thele are nrore than 2" /4 
wavelerpacket bases for.a given block of l2 pixels.

The entropy-based algorithm for beslbasis selection developed in [CoWi92] is adapted

here. It searches for a best basis that minimizes the Shannon entropy. The sealch using this

algolithm is fast, however it does not guarantee the optimality in the rate-distortion sense.

The algolithm was implemented in Matlab 6.5.

Table 5.1 presents the SQNR results obtained when using the wavelet packet

algorithms. Table 5.2 plesents the sQNR results for the same wavelet bases but using the

wavelet transform as well as BAQ. Both tables are plesent.ing results on the data set E1-

22089R.
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Table 5.1: SNR for wavelet packet using I or2bits.

Table 5.2: SQNR of BAQ and wavelet.

Rate

Ibits/sample]

SQNR tdB]

BAQ
Wavelet-BAQ

Haar D4 D20

4.39 4.35 4.36 4.35

2 9.30 8.14 8.01 8.00

It can be seen that the wavelet packet outperfol.ms the wavelet transfol.m in

complessing raw sAR data. This is due in part to the ability of the optimal wavelet packet

basis to compact the signal energy with a few coefficients.

5,3,2 Optimal Wavelet

A set of 1024 patches ofsize 512x512, raken from rhe data sets El-2208p and E2-

5551P was used to evaluate the optimal wavelet from Eq. 5.9. After normalization (i.e.,

dividing each pixel by the total energy), the wavelet obtained is shown in Fig. 5.2 where,

for comparison, the veltical Haal. wavelet and a frame from ¡aw SAR data set are

included.

Rate

Ibits/sample]

sNR [dB]

Haar' D4 D20

5.2r 5.O2 4.97

2 9.39 9.26 9.20
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Fig. 5.2 (a) Optimal wavelet, (b) raw SAR data, and (c) Vertical Haar waveler.

Two main observations can be made from Fig. 5.2. The first is that, like the

vertical Haal wavelet, the optimal wavelet looks like an edge detector.. Since there are two

main strong transitions, the co[esponding wavelet coefficients will be gr.eater around the

al'ea with sharp tlansition and smaller over the smooth regions. The second obselvation is

that unlike the Haar wavelet, the optimal wavelet seems to be well adapted to the raw data.

This ploperty is crucial fol a better localization of objects within the data.

It was confirmed in many studies that the wavelet transform is capable of

compacting the energy (and then pe[folming a good compression) for images belonging to

the 1/f family, whose powel spectrum (the Fourier transform of the correlation) drops

whith increasing fiequency [Kesh82]. Although SAR data ar.e in rhe fÊ famity, its power

spectrum does not dr:op as fast as in optical images. It is one of the reasons why wavelet

tlansforms are not very efficient in compressing the SAR signal, as it was pointed out in

Ch. 4. Tak.ing this observation into account, the computation o¡ Vi, , which is the ;r/'

scaled velsion of the optimal wavelet denoted yo/', should be adapted. Therefore,

contrary to optical images, thele is no need to keep the l/f dependance in Fourier domain

at each scale. Note that the resulting optimal wavelet is a matrix with a size equal to the

- t 13 -
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size of the blocks; i.e., 512 x 512, and therefore the multiresolution analysis cannot,

unfortunately, be applied for wavelet coefficient computation. A direct evaluation, using

the correlation between Vo¡t' and each block of the raw data set, has to be perfor.med. At

each scale j, the scaled version yrl/' of ty'l' is obtained by first averagin g over 2j x2i

blocks of the Fourier transform of ryol', then zelo-padding up to 512 x 512, and finally

applying the invelse Fouliel tl'ansfolm.

Although the lesulting optimal wavelet basis is nearly or.thogonal, it is not

complete; i.e., the family {r1i,1,,,,,, , j,n,m} is not a basis for t21912;. Therefore, a

comparison with the standald wavelet bases has no meaning, as the latter generates

complete bases. Instead, a comparison with the vertical Haar.wavelet is proposed.

FiguÌe 5.3 plesents parts of the original images fi.om the data sets E1-2208p and

E2-5551P and the reconstlucted images using both the optimal wavelet and the vertical

Haar wavelet. The images ale obtained by wavelet tr.ansfor.ming first and processing the

raw data afterwalds.

Table 5.2 presents the SQNR (in dB) using the optimal wavelet and the vertical

Haar wavelet for a quantization with 1 or 2 bits per. sample.

Table 5.3: SQNR in dB for the optimal and the vertical Haar wavelets using 1 or 2 bits.

Rate

Ibits/sample]

SQNR tdB]

Haar'
(veltical)

Optimal
wavelet

2.21 3.52

2 5.42 6.04

- t14 -
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It can be seen fi'om both images and SQNR values that the optimal wavelet

performs better than the vertical Haar wavelet. This confirms the ability of this optimal

wavelet in deconelating the wavelet coefficients at different scales. of course, the

description is not complete since the reconstruction is far from being a good

approximation, as shown in Fig. 5.3. This is also the case when only one orientation from

the Haar basis is taken. An examination of the Haar basis shows that other orientations can

be obtained from the vertical orientation.

- ll5-
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Fig.5,3 (a) Original images, (b) Reconstructed images using the optimal wavelet and 5
scales, and (c) reconstructed images using the vertical Haar.wavelet and 5 scales.
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Figure 5.4 suggests that the thrce orientations can be related by transformations

which are a combination of rotations, scaling and translations. The introduction of new

orientations is necessary for a complete reconstruction.

Fig. 5.4 Haar mothel wavelets.

5.4 Summary

This study presented a compression of the raw SAR signal using an optimal

wavelet estimated from given data and using standard wavelet packet tree. The optimal

wavelet gave bettef lesults than the vettical Haar wavelet. There is, howevel, a lack of

completeness as the optimal wavelet provides only one orientation. This lack can be

addressed by intloducing new orientations of this optimal wavelet.

The investigation of wavelets presented in the last two chapters cannot be

complete without application to SAR image segmentation and feature extraction. The

capabilities of wavelets ale not limited to comprcssion but they have been proven to be a

good tool fof singularity detection and multifractal chalacterization. This is the subject of

the next two chapters,
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CHNprBn VI

Fn¡.crnls lNt Mur,uFRAcrAL ANnr,ysls

Benoit Mandelbrot defined a fractal as a set for which the Hausdorff-Besicovitch

dimension (dafinition at Eq. 6.4) strictly exceeds the topological dimension [Mand82]. In

an attempt to understand the Mandelbrot definition, this chapter begins by presenting

some of the "monster" objects which cannot be handled by the Euclidian geometry. Then,

it overviews some of the many fractal dimensions (and then definitions) elaborated in the

recent decades with the objective of characterizing such objects [Kins94a] [Kins94b].

When dealing with natural signals, images, or objects in general, a multifractal analysis is

crucial [Hart91]. The theory behind multifractal measures and singularity spectrum is pro-

vided and the role of wavelets in measuring the local regularity of signals is underlined

[MaHw92], [Mall98]. Iterated function systems (IFS) offer rhe possibility of high rates of

data compression that can reach 10 000:1 [BaSl88], and furthermo¡e, they allow also the

fractal dimension estimation. This chapter is ended by an overview of the basic theory

behind iterated function systems (IFSs).

6,1 Fractals

Within the framework of the Euclidean geometry shapes are generally represented

in terms of squares, circles, triangles, par.abolas, and other simple curves. Signals (or sig-

nals under magnification) are assumed to be as smooth as possible, continuous and differ-

entiable. Unfortunateiy, nature is too complex to be modeled by these regular shapes.

curves which are everywhere continuous but nowhere differentiable were pointed out at
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the early 1900s, but remained intractable. Almost all the natural objects such as trees, riv-

ers, coastlines, mountains, and lightning present an extremely iffegular shape that cannot

be described by the Euclidean geometry. A new geometry which is capable of describing

complex objects either theoretical or natural, was born by the introduction of the concept

of Fractal in 1975 [Mand82]. Fractal geometry, which was popularized by Mandelbrot,

provides a tool for describing complex structures in a way that conventional techniques

cannot. Central to fractai geometry is the concept of self-similarity. A set is self-similar.if

it is the union of a number of smaller copies of itself, i.e., it is invariant under a collection

of similarities. Fractals challenged the assumption of rectifiability with the hypothesis of

self-similarity [Ning97].

6,lJ Fractal Objects

An initiator and a generator are necessary for the generation of a str.ict fractal

object. Although the objects to be presented in this section demonstrate certain complex-

ity, it will be seen that they can be achieved from very simple r.ules.

Cattor Set

Beginning by the unit interval 10 = [0, 1] as initiator, Cantor removed the middle

third (å,3) to obtain ,, = [0,N"[3,t]. Removine again rhe middle thirds of both

inrervars, yierds 1, = þ,å]" [3,å] "lz,l]" [å, 
t] By repeating this process, one

obtains at the nrl' iteration the set I,¡ wich is the union of 2" intervals, each having a

length 3-" and is included in Is, 1,, ...,1n_t,as shown in Fig.6.1. The Canto¡ setis then

defined as the limit of the removal process by
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C = ;1,,
¡¡=0

(6.1)

Il

Initiator

Generator

-12- -lz

Fig. 6.1 Cantor Set generation.

The irregularity of the Cantor set comes f¡om the fact that it is nowhere dense, and

has Lebesgue measure zero.

Minkov'ski Curve

The Minkowski curve is produced according to the following rule: beginning with

a unit straight line as initiator (although it may be anything else), then the Step 1 consists

of generating a curve containing eight scaled down initiators (the generatoÐ with a scaling

oî 114 each, as shown in Fig. 6.2. At Step 3, the process is repeated for the eight segments

and so on. Once the curve is constructed at step k - I , then we scale ifby 114 and use it to

replace every initiator in the generator to obtain the object at step ft . The Minkowski curve

is the limit curve, when ¿ -+ "" . This limiting curve, although produced by simple r.ules

has complicated mathematical characteristics: i) it is nowhere differentiable, and ii) the

length of the curve is infinite. At Step ¿, the length is Lo = 2k ,and at the limit the length

is L = lim 2k = * . Such iuegular characteristics make the Minkowski curve a purek+-

Io
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mathematical fractal object. The self-similarity is obvious in this case since, zooming on

the curve, one always gets the same structure (scaled, shifted and rotated) as the entire

curve.

Step 0 Initiator

Step i Generator

Step k

Fig. 6,2 Generation of the Minkowski curve (after [HuanO3]).

Von Koch Curve

lvith the same initiator as in the Minkowski curve production, but using the gener-

ator as illustrated in Step I of Fig. 6.3, one obtains, at the limit, another example of a pure

fractalcalledtheVotzKochcurve.Here,theinitiatorisscaleddownbyafactorr=l/3

and replaced by 4 copies ofits scaled version. At the ktt' iteration, the curve is the union of

i-ttt
t_l

-Jtlu!
-L Lrli L llrttt¡ !jì,r LJ

3¡ ]^4à
\ \4¡ \

",tË q 
dT^n¿¡r4t ¿l¡4t

5¡s S,r rts\,,¡¡ 1 {¡t
<ú¡f

Step 2
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4t segments, each having a 3-k length. Therefore, the length of the Von Koch curve is

infinite. Notice also that the von koch curve is continuous everywhere, but nowhere dif-

ferentiable. The generator has only 3 points where the curve is not differentiable, and this

number, which is 15 at Step 2, increases to the infinity at the limit.

Step 0 lnitiator

Step 1 Generator

Fig. 6.3 Genelation of the Von Koch curve (after [Huan03]).

Both the Minkowski and the Von Koch culves are not single-valued functions, but

rather parametrized curyes. Examples of nowhere differentiable single valued continuous

functions were introduced by Weierstrass in 1875.

Weierstrass Functions

The Weierstrass functions are given by

A
\_

.At__/YJ \__A_

-"J""i^^tJ
-J"L^t' \-J'\",-

Step 2

Step k
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i(r) = ; 1,-"kcos(l.t-x), 0<s< 1 and ¡,> i (6.2)

,t=0

These functions are continuous, but nowhere differentiable. Mathematicians believed, at

that time, that all continuous functions must be differentiable in at least one point. Figure

6.4 presents two examples from this collection.

2

0
r(x)

-2

-4 34
s=0,5, L=2

2

0
r(x)

-2

-40123456
s=0.9, L=1.5

Fig. 6,4 Some examples from Weierstrass functions collection.

It is clear that the fractal objects presented in this section are constructed objects

(man-made) exhibiting the self-similarity. In real life, however, objects are more complex.

One can extend this notion of self-similarity to the notion of self-affinity, i.e., using differ-

ent scales along different directions [Kins95]. For example, a curve g(x) may satisfy
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8(?ux) = )¡dgç'¡

for a scaling factor À and a scaling exponent cx,.

(6.3)

One can extend the deterministic fractality to statistical self-similarity and self-

affinity, leading lo random scaling functions whose probability density functions satisfy

Eq. 6.3 [TuBA98]. The fractional Brownian motion is an example of such statistical frac-

tals. Howeve¡, most objects in nature are neither strictly deterministic nor statistically self-

similar/affine, but instead they have a fìnite range of self-similarity/affinity IKins95]. This

extension to multiple fractals will be discussed in Sec. 6.2. In the following, a character-

ization of objects that are strict fractals but not a combination of fractals is filst presented.

6,1,2 FractalDimensions

The irregularity of a strict fractal object can be characterized by a scalar called

fractal dimension. The fractal dimension generalizes the topological dimension in the

sense that for regular objects, both dimensions ale the same (The topological dimension of

a set is an integer l, such that each point of the set has ar.bitrarily small neighborhoods

with boundary of dimension or- r [Falc90]). There are many fractal dimensions. Kinsner

has presented more than 27 ftactal dimensions in a unified framework [Kins94a], wher.e

the dimensions are classified into moryhological, entropy, variance, and spectral dimen-

sions. In this section, the Hausdorff dimensiot.t, the similarity dimensíon and the box-

counting dimension arc discussed.

Høusdorff Measure and Dùnensian

The diameter of a set A of lld is the maximum distance between any pair of
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points of A, i.e., lÁl = sup{lx-ylt x,ye A}. For a given r>0, a r-cover of A is

any countable collection of subsets {U¡} such that 0< lu,l < / and A c l) U¡.

i= I

The s -dimensional Hausdotff measure of A , introduced in 19i9 by Hausdorff is

defined by [TuBA98]

(6.4)

The Hausdorff measure is an extension of the Læbesgue measure. In fact for an integer s,

Eq. 6.4 gives the d-dimensional volume multiplied by a constant. More precisely, for

Borel sets of 9ìd, one has [Falc90]

p"(A) = c,,lLL(A) (6.5)
tl

where c,, = "t 
lz"(;)t is the volume of the unit z -dimensional ball and p¿ is rhe Leb-

esgue measure.

The Hausdorff (or Hausdorff-Besicovitch) dimension of A is the critical value of

s where ptla¡ ¡umps from "" to 0 , i.e.,

Da = supls:lt'(A) =..] = t¡¿l{s:p"(A) = 0} (6.6)

The Hausdorff dimension presents the advantages of being defined for any set (i.e.,

not only self-sirnilar'/affine sets, but also statistical self-simila¡/affine sets) and of provid-

ing a basic and mathematical characterization of the geometrical complexity of fractal

objects. It is more adapted, however, to ideal continuous functions and its evaluation is

p"(A) = l,jo,'{ålr,l':{ u,} i,u,-"o,",ore}
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very difficult for engineers who are dealing with discrete, digital signals and images. A

simplification of the Hausdorff dimension that would be easier to compute numerically is

then necessary. Fo¡ self-simila¡ objects, this simplification leads to the similarity dimen-

sion, and by considering only covering sets with equal diameters, the Hausdorff dimen-

sion becomes the so called åo.r-counting dimension.

Sinùlafity Dimension

For strictly self-similar fractal sets, the computation of D" becomes straightfor-

ward, In fact, it is known that a self-similar set is made up with N(r) distinct (non-over-

lapping) copies of itself, each of which has been scaled down by a ratio r in all

coordinates. The similarity dimension D" is then given by

(6.7)

The similarity dimension is valid only for strictly self-similar fractal sets. The fol-

lowing subsection presents another simplification of the Hausdorff dimension which is

valid for a larger class of fractal objects.

Tlæ B ox - C o unting Dimens io n

One could lequire that the diameters of all the covering sets U¿ be equal to r

(instead of lU,l < rl. The minimum number of the covering set, N'(A) , intersected by the

object A is then counted. By replacing lU,l by r in Eq.6.4, it follows

,- _ logN(r) _ _log( number of self-similar copies)
" log(l / r) log( magnification facror)

tt{ìU,, {r¡} is a r-cove' tr} = N,.(A)r' (6.8)
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If the set A has a topological dimension D, then it is obvious that N"(A) - ,-'. Mor"

generall¡ the box-counting dimension D". follows the same power-law relation for

small r

N,(A) - r-Du' (6.e)

The box-counting dimension is then defined by repeated measurements of N.(A) on

reduced covering sets diameter according to the following formula

(6.10)

When N,.(A) is the number of the "r-mesh" volume elements (vels [Kins94]) of side r

that cover A, the box-counting dimension is also called the Hausdorff mesh dimension.

Note also that some authors refer to the box-counting dimension as the Minkowski,

Minkowski-Boulignard dimension, or the Kolmogorov capacity dimension. The capacity

dimension generalizes this result and is defined by

losN l.A )
D"^(A\ - lim " "

, -+ o log(I / r)

losN lA)
Dç(A) = ,l\*fffi (6.11)

The box-counting dimension can be used to evaluate the self-affine objects while

the similarity dimension cannot. Two drawbacks, howeve¡ of the box-counting dimension

have to be underlined: (i) Dr" is only an approximation of D" even for strict self-simi-

lar sets, and (ii) unlike D" which is associated to a measure, Du" is not, and conse-

quently Dra can be non-zero while D" is equal to zero.

Table 6.1 shows the dimension values of the pure fractal objects described in Sec.
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6.1.1 . The similarity dimensions are easily computed for Cantor set, Von Koch and

Minkowski curves as they are self-similar, and are given by

Dr(Minkowski) = lim lo88* = i.5
k -+ èlog4É

Dr(Koch) = 1i^lol4! =t.zoz( _+ ælog 3k

Dr(cantor) = .lim 
lo82* 

= 0.631
k Ð _log 3k

(6.r2)

(6. 13)

(6.14')

The computation of the fractal dimension of the graph of weierstrass functions uses more

algebra related to the singularity measurements to be studied in the next section. It can be

shown that for Weierstrass, with À and r parameters, D, and Du, are [Falc90]

Dn = Dnc = 2-s, forO<s< i (6.15)

Table 6.1: Fractal dimensions for the Von Koch curve, the Minkowski curve, the Cantor
set, and the Weie¡strass function.

Dimension Koch
Curve

Minkowski
Curve Cantor set

Weierstrass function
(À=2,s=0.5)

Hausdorff D' 1.262 1.500 0.63t 1.5

Similarity D, 1.262 1.500 0.631 nJa

Box-Counting Du. r.2663 1.5446 0.631 1.5

As stated before, usually the objects in nature are not single fractal objects but

multiple fractal objects. The question then is: does the fractal dimension characterize these
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types of mixture of fractal objects? The answer is, unfortunately, negative [Kins94]. A

simple example follows from the result that the sum of two fractal objects, with fractal

dimensions D, and Dr, has the Hausdorff fractal dimension DH = max{D1,D2}.

Therefore, fractal dimensions only describe the most complicated features of multiple

fractal objects, and any attempt to discriminate multiple fractals by only the mean of their

fractal dimension will be inefficient. For a complete description of such objects, the multi-

fractal analysis (MA) presented in the following section has proven to be a very powerful

tool.

6,2 MultifractalAnalysis

As stated before, the objects in nature are not single fractal sets but rather a

collection of multiple fractal objects. This collection can be made with infinitely many

fractals so that the fractal dimension will be useless to characteúze such geometry.

However, multifractal analysis can give some answers to the characterization of such

multiple fractals geometry. while a fractal refers to a set (or an object), a multifi'actal can

be a function, a measure or mole generally a stochastic process (or random function). This

thesis considers the multifi'actal measures folmalism. For the extension to the multifractal

analysis of stochastic processes or random measures see [MaFC97]. Multifractal measures

were introduced by Mandelbrot in 1972, popularized by Frish and Parisi in 1985 who used

the telm "multifractals" [PaFr85], and a strong mathematical basis for this field has been

developed within the last few years. MA has been applied to physical processes like

turbulence, earthquakes, signal and image processing and recently to economics

[MaFC97]. As with fi'actals, there is no precise definition of multifractal measures. Some

authors extend the notion of self-simila¡ity of sets of points, which is fundamental in
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geometric (mono)fractals, to self-similarity of measures. For this dissertation,

multifractals a¡e defined as measures whose geometric support is the union of one ol more

fractal sets. This decomposition is the basis of the segmentation scheme which will be

presented in the next chapter.

The degree of regularity (or singularity) of multifractals varies, in general, from

point to point and it is crucial to characterize it. The following section presents a charac-

terization of singularity by the Hölder exponent.

6,2,1 Regularity Measurements: The Hölder Exponent

Definition 6,1: A signal S(.r) has a Hölder exponent (or a Lipschitz regularity) h(x) at

the point xo if h(x$ is the sup of the cx, such thar there exist K > 0 , and a polynomial p

of degree * = LaJ (the integerpart of cx) such that

ls1.r;-r1x-xo)l < ,<lx - xolo (6.i6)

The exponent /z(xo) characterizes the regularity of the signal ,! at xo . The smaller

the values of h arc, the higher is the degree of singularity of S. If S(;) is rn times contin-

uously differentiable (in this case, the polynomial r is given by the Taylor development of

s in the neighbolhood of r¡) but has non derivative at order m+l in x6, then

h(xs) = ru + 1, meaning that the degree of the regularity is r¿ + i (note that the rn¡l¡

derivative is continuous). Conversely, if h(x) > m , then S is necessarily r¿ times contin-

uously differentiable. In fact, the Hölder exponent exrends the notion of differentiability to

the non-integer order. For O<h(xs) < 1, the polynornial becomes p(x-x6) = S(r0).

Figure 6,5 shows diffe¡ent kinds of singularities described by different Hölder exponents.
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continuity and non-differentiability conesponds to å = 1, boundedness but discontinu-

ous to l, = 0, a degree of singularity ¿ = -1 coffesponds to a dirac (the dirac is not a

function in the strict sense, but a generalized function or tempe¡ed distribution having a

derivative at all order in the sense of distribution [Shwa97]).

xo .ro xo

h(xg=1 h(.r6)=0 h(xs)=-l
Fig, 6,5 Different types of singularities.

The importance of detecting singularities comes from the fact that it canies most

of the information in signals. Mallat and Zhong constructed an approximation of a given

signal from its multiscale edges [Mazh92l. Recently, Turiel and Del pozo reconstructed

images from their singular fractal manifold defined as the set of pixels having the

minimum possible Hölder exponent [TuDeO2]. This importance had lead many

Lesearchers to develop techniques to detect and measure the degree of singularity in a

signal. Among the used tools, the Foulier transform although it gives a sufficient

condition on the iregularity of signals, remains very global and cannot provide any local

singularity information. The wavelet transform, however, proved to be an efficient tool to

measure the local singularities as can be seen in the next section.
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6,2.2 Singularity Detection with Wavelets

This section uses the same notations as in Ch. 4. Therefore for any signal

S e 22191¡, and any mother wavelet y satisfying Eq. 4.6, the wavelet transform of S is

given by Eq. 4.5; i.e.,

S,to,ø) = ilr(+)s1'¡a" (6.r'7)

function O € ¿2(tl) is called a smoothing function if Q has a fast decay and

I

J QQ)dx + O . This work considers the family of wavelets constructed from smoothing

fuictions by V(¡) = 1-1¡"q(")1r¡ . Such wavelets have exactly n vanishing moments

and generalize the concept of Hölder exponent given by Eq. 6.16, as stated in the

following theorem [Mall98].

Theorent 6.1: Let n>O be an integer, then S has a non-integer Hölder exponent h<n

uniþrmly over an interual (b.,,b) if and only if there exists K>O such that

V (a, b) e $+ x(b1, b), ls*tr,all < Kot'*à (6. 18)

Equation 6.18 shows that it is possible to measute the Hölder exponents from the

scaling behaviour of the wavelet transform modulus. For a local measurement of the

Hölder exponent åo at a point åo , Jaffard [Jaff91] extended the result in Eq. 6. 18 to

Y (a,b)e 91nx9l, l3,ufo, Ðl<Kah.;(t.l+l) (6.19)
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The decay at fine scales can also be measured from the wavelet modulus-maxima

defined in the following [MaHw92].

Definition 6.2: A point (a, bs) is called a modulus maxima if bo is a local maximum of

the map b - l3*to, rll.

The following theorem, proved by Mallat and Hwang [MaHw92], shows how the modulus

maxima are related to the singularities of ,9.

Theorem 6,2: Under the same conditions as beþre, it follows

{x: ^l has at.r a Hölder exponent å < 1} c
{-r: Ve > 0, I a modulus maxima point (a, å) with l(a, å)-(0,.r)l < e}

This means that if the wavelet transform has no modulus maxima at fine scales, then S is

locally regular, or equivalently, singularities are located at points to which a sequence of

wavelet maxima converges. Therefore, by following the modulus maxima points (which

form a continuous line) to the smallest scale, one may find singularities. Moreve¡ Mallat

and Zhong presented an algorithm for reconstruction of signals from their wavelet trans-

form modulus maxima lMazhgz}

6,2,3 MultifractalFormalism

To present a multifractal folmalism, consider a measure space (X, B(X), ¡r) where

X is a subset of !1d , and B (X) are the Borel subsets of X . A sufficient condition for the

measure ¡r to be multifractal is

p(B"(x)) = 6r1r¡rd*r'(") + o(r/r/'(')) for small s (6.20],

where Br(-r) is a closed sphere centered at ¡ with radius s, C(.r) is a constant depending

only on .r , and h(x) is the Hölder exponent at the point .r . In fact, Eq. 6.20 allows parti-
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tioning the measure support into multiple number of fractal sets, with different sets corre-

sponding to different h. Each fractal component is formed by points having the same

Hölder exponent; i.e.,

F(y) = {x e X: h(x) = y¡ (6.2t)

First, notice that the measure p may be extremely iffegular with singularities of possibly

many orders making its support of zero Lebesgue measure, and hence it does not have any

associated density function (i.e., Radon-Nikodym derivative). Instead, the description of

such measures is then provided by the family of the fractal dimensions

f(y) = dimF(y), y e 9l , called the multifractal singularity spectrum. Therefore, charac-

terizing the measure p results in computing its multifractal spectrum.

Equation 6.20 gives å(x) = 1¡rn 
logp(8"(¡)), 

and it follows that
r -+ 0 log.ç

Frul = f' . ,,- logP(B"(")) 
- ,J

I s--lo logs ') (6.22)

(6.23)

The set F(y) is the limit of the decreasing family ofsets obtained for every € > 0 by

F,(y, e) = {,. ', l*+#, -¡ ..}
The multifractal spectrum is then explessed as [Hart91]

-1og J utvra"{rD)v@*)
4()' e)

.f(y) = lim lim '
e-J0r-+0 logs

(6.24)
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An example of multifractal measure is given by the collection pp,O <p < 1 of

Cantor measures defined on the Cantor set C. Each member F, of the family is obtained

as a limit by allocating a probability p to the lefr subinterval and I - p to the right

subinterval, as shown in Fig. 6.6.

0
!p

I
lLp

p(t - p) (l - n\2 2'"lp

3

- -þp

Fig. 6,6 The Cantor measure p.P

A probabilty measure pf is then defined on each subset Ir.Let K !,(y) be the set ofsub-

intervals J of width 3-" such that (1og¡rll e\/eog3-") - y. Then the mulrifracral

spectrum of ¡lp can be expressed as

.. loe card(K,,(y))
4,(Y) = lim, ,¡ _+ - lOg 3-,'

Figurc 6.7 shows the graphs of frrr(y¡ and f120). Notice that /,r, exists at only one

point y - 1og2/1og3, and fr rr(1og2/ log3 ) = 1og2/1og3 which is rhe fracral dimen-

sion of the Cantor set. This reflects the fact that Vy72 is a monofractal, This function is

represented by the dotted line. The spectrum of p,r, is supported by a continuous range

of values of ) (t,,,¡,, = {.-f"g])Zirog3) = t - (tog|)/(tog3), and
\ J,// r\

!r,o, = l-logi l/ @93) = i ), indicating the multifractal nature of ¡t,rr.\ J,/
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(6.26)

(6.27)

0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1,0

Fig. 6.7 Multifractal spectrum of the Cantor measures pr/2 and ¡t rr, (After [Hartgl]).

As the singularities in multifractals are not isolated, the numerical computation of

Hölder exponents at each point can be very complicated, and so is for /(y) . In many cases,

it is preferable to estimate first the scaling exponent definedby

o(q) = limJ+0

and then find the multifractal spectrum from the Legendre tr.ansform given by

f(y) = min{qy-0(q)}

The exponent 0(4) is very close to the so called, Rényi dimension spectrum defined in the

lJo -
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following subsection.

The Rényi Dimension Spectrum

The Rényi entropy ¡Iq is a generalization of the Shannon entropy and is given for

any probability distribution P = (pj) by [CoTh91]

HnQ) = å"t>oi --<q<* (6.28)
i

A generalization of the Rényi entropy to any measule ¡r leads to the Rényi dimension

spectrum denoted Dn anð, is given by

(logp(8"(-r)))p(dx)

logs

for q+1

(6.2e)

The Rényi dimension spectrum is a bounded monotonically decreasing function of 4 , and

is related to the multifractal spectrum by Eq. 6.27 . When the measure ¡t has a pdf, Dn is

constant fol every 4 > 0 . Also, for many particular. values of q , D,, is reduced to some

known fractal dimensions. More precisely, one can show that D0 is simply the box-count-

ing dimension, Dt is called the ùrþrmation dimension, and D, is the correlation d.imen-

sroz [Kins94]. The bounds on Dq can also be found for q = +- [Kins94].

There are many techniques to estimate the Rényi dimension spectrum. Based on

the fact that 0(4) is the powellaw exponenr of a probabilty distribution, most of the tech-

niques try to estimate D n, for e = 2,3, 4,... . To have a clear view, let X t, X2, ..., Xn be

random variables (r.v), independent and identically distributed as p . Then, the probability

Jr' = ,,,'-,'utu''{"'o'

[,,=Ë
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disrfiburion of rhe r.v x = max{llx¡- xqll i = t, ..., s - 1} is given by

F y(y) = Jvo 
- t 

{n ¡,Dv{aÐ (6.30)

and from Eq. 6.26, it follows that 0(4) is the decay at fine scale of Fr(y); i.e.,

o(s) = lim 
toqFx(Y)

s -+ 0 logs
(6.31)

Grassberger and Procaccia suggested a method to estimate this probability distribution

based on pair-correlation (q = 2) [GrPr83]. Pawelzik and Schuster extended the pair-cor-

relation function to any q't' order correlation [paSc87], [Hart91].

A simpler technique, but requiring more memory, is the box counting algorithm

which estimates the probability distribution by dividing the phase space into vels (volume

elements) without overlapping [Kins94b]. In the next section, a Rényi spectrum estima-

tion based on wavelets is presented.

6,2,4 Singularity Spectrum Using Wavelets

So far, the multifractal formalism for any measure p was presented. In pr.actice,

engineers deal with images and there is a need then to specify a measure able to show the

multifractal nature of such images when it is the case. Although many ways can be found

to determine such measures [TuPaOO], only some of them make Eq, 6.20 useful. The log-

log linear regression on Eq. 6.20 can discriminate the Hölder exponents only if the mea-

sure is taking advantage from scaling. That is the case fo¡ the measure defined by the

wavelet transfolm
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p(B"(.r)) = 3v(s, ¡) (6.32)

Equation 6.32 presents two advantages: (i) the first is computational, as there exist

powerful algorithms to perform a wavelet transform, and (ii) second, the scaling power

law provided by Eq. 6. i8. Morever, there exists an algorithm to estimate the scaling expo-

nent from the wavelet transform modulus maxima, as described in the following tMallgSl

Table 6.2: Mallat Algorithm for the Scaling exponent estimation.

Steps Description

I . Compute the wavelet transform of the signal.

2 . Find the modulus maxima {ø,,(s)} ateachscales.

3 . Compute the 
, - sum at power q ,

Z,(s) = )ls'y(s, n,,(s))lo.

4 . The scaling exponent 0(4) is then obtained by linear
regression of logZ,(ø) vs logs.

The multifractal spectrum is obtained from 0(4) by taking the Legendre transform. In the

next chapter, howeve¡ another approach to estimate the multifractal spectrum will be

used. The iterated function systems (IFSs) introduced in the next section plays an impor-

tant ¡ole in the estimation of the multifi'actal spectrum.

6.3 Iterated Function Systems (IFS)

Iterated function slst¿rn (IFS) is the name given by Barnsley and Demko to define

a set of contractive transformations, {w¡, i = 1, ..., N} on gld [SaDe85]. For d = 2, the

affine transformations allow all possible two dimensional transformations. Therefore, the

study is restricted to the affine transfo¡mations (the IFs is then called affine 1F,5) given by
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It is seen that, for a system using the self-similarity/affinity, the whole image can be

described by only a few parameters {a,,b,,c,,d,,e,,f,,i = 1, ..., N}. This can lead to a

compression rate of thousands to one. Figure 6.8 shows the so-called Barnsley,s fern. It is

constructed from an arbitrary point on the plan by iteratively applying the given IFS code.
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Fig. 6.8 Barnsley's fern and its IFS code.

6.3.1 IFS Decoding

The transformation of a compact subset B c gid with all the maps is denoted by

W(B) = ¿w¡(B)
i= 1

It can be shown that I4l is also a contractive transformation on the metric space of compact

subsets equipped with the Hausdorff distance (The hausdorff metric between two compact

subsets A and B is the maximum separation of the farthest elements ofA or B from the

opposite set). Furthermore, the fixed point theorem states that lll has a unique fixed point

A which can be reached from any initial compact subset B c gld [Barn93] by
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A = W(A) = lim Il(B)
k-+-

(6.3s)

This fixed point A of IV is called the attractor of the IFS, and the IFS decoding process

consists of generating A by applying iteratively the transformations lri, as indicated by

Eq.6.35. For that purpose, two methods were investigate di the deterministic algorithm

(DA) and the random iterdtion algorithm (RIA). Starting from a non-empty compact set

A0 , the deterministic algorithm computes the sequence A* = lf Øò up to the attractor.

While the convergence can be rapid, the DA uses all the maps at each iteration and this

results in a large amount of computation. To overcome the memory constraint, the random

algorithm applies at each iteration only one of the transformations { w, } , randomly chosen

with a predefined set probabilities {pr} , often calculated using the formula (by default)

la d,- b,c ,l

Zþ¡d¡-br¡l

(6,36)

Figule 6.9 displays the fractal object (the Sierpinski triangle here) for different

iteration numbers, by applying both the deterministic algorithm and the random iteration

algorithm with the default probabilities. The DA takes only 20 iterations to converge.

Each iteration, howeve¡ takes many seconds to be performed because many points may

be computed again and again. On the other hand, the RIA performs ten thousands more

iterations in only a few seconds.

6.3.2 IFS Encoding

The IFS encoding process, also called TFS inverse problem can be formulated as

follows:

-t4t-
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Given any compact set A , find an IFS whose attractor is A . Due to its application to frac-

tal signal and image compression, the inverse problem is becoming very important.

Although no constructive solution can be obtained in general, the Barnsley's collage theo-

renx grves an approximation by an IFS whose attracto¡ is close to A.

d(B,A)<4!!P (6.37)

where d(B,A) is the Hausdorffmetric, and the facto¡ s is the maximum of the contÌactive

factors s- of each wr.

ê^
A¡lÀ¡àÂ. Á.ÄÂ AÂ

AÁåAAÅÂÁÂ AÂAA AA

Iteration 20

A
ÂAA,A

AÁAá..ô. Ä
.A.A A,A

AAAA ê,,ê,AÂÄÀÂI\ AA ,ô,4 ÂÂ
AAAE,åt'tAAA
Iteration 200 000

Iteration 0 Iteration I Iteration 3

The Collage Theorem [Barn93]: Given an IFS code {w,, i = 1, .. ., N} , with contractive

factor 0 < s < I and attractor A, thenfor every compact subset

r42 -
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This theorem does not solve directly the inverse problem, but states that for a given

subset A sea¡ch for an IFS such that d(A,I{z(A)) is very small because such IFS has an

attractor very close to A. Using another approach, Berkner constructed a wavelet-based

solution for a special class of self-similar functions [Berk97].

In the present case, the interest is in approximating curves which are image bound-

aries from a collection of control points {(ti,x),t=0, 1,...,N},where lo< tt1...1tN.

These curves are often fractals (continuous but nowhere differentiable) and can be mod-

eled by an IFS whose attractor is the graph ofa function / interpolating the control points,

i.e., f(t ¡) = x¡ for each i . Such functions are called fractal interpolation functions (FIF).

It is shown [Barn93] that this inverse problem has a solution given by

(6.38)

and fl are determined by the following conditions:

''o=l::;]tJ.[i]
where the parameters a,, c ¡, d.¡, e ¡,

a, = (t,-ti_t)/(tN- to)

e, = (t*t,_r- tot)/(tN- to)

c ¡ = ((x¡- x, _ 1) - d¡(x¡¡ - x))/(r¡v- ro)

" _ ((trx,- ,- tsx,) - d,(t*xo - to.r¡y))

,," _,d

ld,l' 1

The free parameters d, Ne called vertical scaling factors and

dimension D of the curve by

(6.39)

(6.40)

(6.41)

(6.42)

(6.43)

are related to the fractal
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(6.44)

i= I

For more complicated (high curvature) boundaries, the generalized fractai interpo-

lation functions which are attractors of hidden IFS are used. Here, the data points ar.e 3-

dimensional {(ti,xi,y), t = 0, 1,...,N} and the curve to be approximated has

{(xpy¡),, = 0, 1, ...,ly'} as control points. The IFS model is written by

(6.4s)

where a,,ci,di, eþ andf, are the same as in Eqs. 6.39 to 6.43, cr¡andfyi ale given by

leplacing .x, by y, r'espectively in Eq. 6.41 and Eq. 6.42, while dri are fi.ee parameters

such that ldr,l. 1 .

6.4 Summary

Following Kinsner's conjecture [Kins94], it was pointed out, in this chapter, that it

is not sufficient to characterize a complicated object just using one or two complexity

measures. Although there exist many fractal dimension definitions, no single dimension

can be, by itself, a characteristic of discrimination between complex objects. Instead, the

multifractal singularity spectÌum as well as the Rényi dimension spectrum, which are

related by the Legendre transfolm, can characterize the complexity of objects completely.

Two methods for estimating the scaling exponents were discussed. One is based on proba-

bility distribution and the othel one on the wavelet modulus maxima, It was also shown

,,H 
H åJ]H-r]
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that an IFS is a simple collection of contraction mappings capable of providing a high

compression rate but also estimating the fractal dimension of a set. What is needed now is

how to use the material presented here in order to segment SAR images. This is the objec-

tive of the next chapter.
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Cuaprpn VII

Mul,rrpn¡crAl, AN¡,r-,ysls B¡,ssn Sncnlnrur¡,uoN

non SAR Iulcps
This chapter presents an algorithm based on multifractal analysis and iterated

function systems (IFS) for SAR image segmentation. It begins by computing the wavelet

transfo¡m modulus and modulus maxima. Then, the Rényi dimension spectrum for the

SAR images is approximated, Aftel estimating the multifractal singularity spectrum, an

IFS-based approach in calculating the dimensions of the multifractal components is used.

The chapter ends by a presentation of the segmentation results.

7.1 SAR Image Segmentation: An Overyiew

SAR provides a high-resolution imagery, which is usually used for terrain

classification. For classification purposes, SAR images need to be segmented. This

segmentation is not straightforward, due to the presence of the speckle noise on images,

As stated in Ch. 2, the speckle is a natural phenomenon generated by the coherent

processing of radar echoes. It is a non-Gaussian and multiplicative noise; i.e., regions of

high signal intensity on images are subjected to more noise. The presence of the speckle

reduces the ability to resolve fine details and also makes any statistical treatment for. SAR

image segmentation difficult. Sevelal studies have addressed the issue of SAR image

segmentation by adopting diffelent techniques based either on grey levels or texture

analysis. Segmentation based on grey levels involves the estimation of thlesholds selected

at the valleys of image histogram [EZWJl2\ Segmentation based on texture analysis,
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which is the approach most widely investigated, uses techniques such as Markov random

lelds (MRF) [SmDe97], [DoFMO3], various edge-based schemes [FLMC98], [Hon99],

[GeRe01], [ToDLO3], neural networks [Deca89], [KäWi91], [HaAY94], and fractals

[DuYe02]. Some of these different methods are described below

In IEZWI02], segmentation is performed by estimating first the histogram param-

eters using a maximum likelihood technique, and then determining theshold(s). The

method works for multi-modal images and allows one to select several thresholds to parti-

tion the images. Markov random fields approaches have been shown to provide an accu-

rate segmentation of SAR images because of the ability to recognize objects by their

statistics and texturcs. For example in [DoFMO3], the SAR image is separated in small

regions and the probability density function of each region is approximated by either

Gamma- or Gaussian-MRF. Adjacent regions are then considered different if their means

and/or standard deviations and/or spatial textures are different. Moreover in [SmDe97],

MRF are used with an adaptive neighborhood. Information from other sources (such as

maps and optical data) is integrated in order to choose an optimized neighbor.hood around

the pixel of interest (minimum Markovian neighborhood). This last method may help to

identify 1 and 2 pixel-wide structures.

Segmentation of SAR images using edge-detection techniques has also been

widely investigated. Standald edge detectors (such as gradient-based or Bayesian detec-

tors) perform poorly on SAR images because of the multiplicative speck.le noise (more

false edges are detected in aleas of high reflectivity than in areas of low reflectivity).

Therefore, seve¡al statistical edge detectors with constant false ala¡m rates have been
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developed specifically for SAR images, like the ROA (Ratio Of Averages) [Bovi88], rhe

LR (Likelihood Rafio) [OIBW96] and the ROEWA (Ratio Of Exponentially Weighted

Averages) iFLMC9SI operators. As an example, the ROEWA operator combined with

watershed thresholding and LR region merging provides a rapid and efficient segmenta-

tion method, which permits the detection of all regions that can be distinguished by eye on

the SAR images [FLMC98]. Anothel edge-detection method using the minimum mean

square error (MMSE) pr.inciple in Bayesian offJine change-point detectors has been

recently developed [ToDL03], and has given slightly better results than the ROEWA

detector, at a higher computational cost.

Different studies have established that there is a corelation between decreasing

fractal dimension of SAR data and microwave backscatter from special objects, which

help in interpreting SAR images [TuBA9S]. Fractal characterization, however, is very

limited in detecting local regularities in images. In contrast, multifractal analysis has been

applied in image analysis and classification, and proven to be impottant in texture analysis

[DuYeO2], [VGBFO3]. In their apploach, the authors begin by compuring the Hölder

exponents at each point, then they estimate the singularity spectrum, and fìnally they

perfom multifractal exponents based feature extraction on the image.

In recent years, researchers have developed many techniques and approaches for

edge detection, local regulality measurement and Hölder exponents estimation, as well as

the Rényi dimension spectrum and the multifractal singularity spectrum computation. The

power of the wavelet transforms comes from the fact that it offers a unified technique for

performing all these matters. stephane Mallat and his collaborators presented a framework
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for the use of wavelets. In the following section, the wavelet modulus and mudulus max-

ima for SAR images are computed. Then, these results are used for Hölder exponents and

Rényi dimension spectrum computation.

7.2 Wavelet Modulus and Modulus Maxima

Inspired by the Canny edge detection algorithm, Mallat defined the wavelet trans-

fo¡m of an image f(x, y) by using two wavelets obtained from a smoothing function

0(x,y) by

|vG,y, t) = ú*'(', y, s),i*,(x, y, s))

where V = lryl, ry2; and

(7.1)

(7.2)

(7.4)

As defined in Ch. 6, the wavelet modulus maxima ale the points where the modulus is

locally maximum.

fv't',rl = a,Ào(*,y)

{t'u, r, = 
ayÀot¿ 

v)

The horizontal and the vertical 2-D wavelet transform f*,(x,1, s) for i = 1,2 are given

by

l¡\x,|,s)=jJVl _,¿lJ(u,v)dudv (7.3)' ^/s' \ s s 't

and the wavelet mo¿ulurl ,"ut" s is then defined as

lfvo., y,'ll = /ffr,r", ), ,)l'* lfr.{*, t,,)l'
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For experiments, the partial de¡ivative along x and y of the Gaussian kernel is

used, The dyadic (i.e., the scales are , = 2i) wavelet modulus, as well as the wavelet

modulus maxima, are performed for three SAR images obtained after processing the three

data sets EL-2208P, E2-555lR and Rl-24576R. The experiments wer€ conducted on tluee

subregions of these original images, each of them has a size 256 x 256 and they wer.e cho-

sen because of their representative features (mountains, lakes, farms).

Results on these images which are called now El,E2, and R1, are shown on Figs.

7 .7 to7 .3, respectively. Although these results are not the objective of this study but only a

means for estimating the parameters of interest, some rematks are in order. There are more

curves on the modulus maxima of the image E1 than the other two. This is because it con-

tains more structures than the others. The curves correspond in this case to singularities in

one direction and regularity in the other. The image Rl is less structured wheÍe the local

maxima coffesponding to the edges (the border of the lake) are present at almost all the

scales. The figures show also the rcconstructed images from their modulus maxima. Math-

ematically speaking, the wavelet modulus maxima do not characterize signals uniquely.

Mallat and Liang Hwang presented an algorithm which provides a good approximation of

the original image from its wavelet modulus maxima. Table 7.1 presents the SNR of

images reconstruction.

Table 7.i: SNR of the reconshlction from the wavelet modulus maxima

Image sNR tdBl

EI 20.43

E2 16.51

RI 16.02
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Fig, 7.2 Wavelet decomposition of E2 image at scales z! for ¡ = r,2,3,4,5. (a) Wavelet
modulus, (b)Wavelet modulus-maxima, and (c) Original and rcconstructed images.
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Fig.7.3 Wavelet decomposition of Rl image at scales / for ¡ = 1,2,3,4,s. (a) Wavelet
modulus, (b)Wavelet modulus-maxima, and (c) Original and reconstructed images,
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The first application of the wavelet modulus and modulus maxima is the

estimation of the Rényi dimension spetrum. This is the subject of the next section.

7.3 Multifractal Characteristics of SAR Images

The objective of this section is to confirm and to provide the multifractal

characteristics of SAR images in order to use them on the next section for segmentation.

To measure the complexity of the images, the following section begins by an estimation of

the Rényi dimension spectrum.

7,3,1 The Rényi Dimension Spectrum

The global behaviour of the considered SAR images is shown in Fig. 7.4. In

estimating the Rényi spectrum, the algorithm described in Ch. 6 was implemented. At

each scale l, we determined the position of all local maxima in a neighborhood of each

pixel (we used a 15 x 15 window). The conesponding values of the moduius image at the

same scale are used to compute Z¡(ø). Then the scaling exponent is obtained by linear

regression of logZ¡(ø) against j .

Figure 7.4 shows that the Rényi dimension spectrum is bounded by (1,9, 2.8) for

all images. There are, howeve¡ small differences characterizing each image. The Rl

image seems to be the most complex. This is because of the edges created by mountains

tops. The El image contains more stl'uctures than E2 image, and this is leflected by the

Renyi curve which is showning more complexity.

The Rényi curves ofthe three images are decreasing strictly monotonically and ar.e

bounded, thus confirming the multifractal characteristics of these images.
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Fig. 7.4 Processed SAR images and their Rényi spectrum.
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7.3,2 The Hölder Exponents

To estimate the Hölder exponents at each pixel, a 9 x 9 window is used and the cor-

responding exponent for every point in the image is obtained from the loglog plot of the

wavelet modulus versus the scale. As the analyzing wavelet has only one vanishing

moment, it detects only singularities exponents below 1. This is sufircient in this case as

most interesting information is camied by the most singular edges.

The fractal components are then formed from sets of pixels having the same

Hölder exponents, Among these sets, one is of great importance. It is called the most sin-

gular manifold (MSM) and is defined as the set of pixels having the minimum Hölder

exponent h,,r,,,. The importance of the MSM comes from its ability to characterize the

muitifractal spectrum as it is seen in the following section.

7.3.3 The Multifractal Singularity Spectrum

To estimate the singularity spectrum, this thesis adopts the general expression for a

iog-Poisson singularity spectrum which is given by [TuPaOO]

D (h) = D,,,¡,,.?lt - "t(ffi\1 (7.5)

where y = -"r(t . #ç1, and D,,r,is the fractal dimension of rhe MSM

Notice from Eq. 7.5 that the multifractal singularity spectrum is fully determined

from the MSM characteristics å,,,,,, and Du,ur. Although a wide collections of natural

images belongs to this class of log-Poisson multifractals, no hypothesis for SAR images is

made. Many other spectrum estimation techniques are valid for SAR images but they suf-
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fer from the numerical instability, and Eq. 7.5 is believed to give a good approximation for

SAR image spectrum if an accurate evaluation of the MSM parameters is performed.

7.4 Segmentation of SAR Images

The proposed segmentation algorithm is summarized in the following

Table 7 .2: Segmentation Algorithm for SAR images

Steps Operation

. Compute the Hölder exponents of the image.

z . Detemine the MSM.

3 . Estimate the fractal dimension of the MSM.

4 . Compute the singularity spectrum at each pixel from Eq
7.5.

5 . Use the spectrum image as feature's space for the K-means
algorithm for pixel classification.

To estimate the fractal dimension of the MSM, the IFS algorithm described in

Ch. 6 is used.

7,4,1 Estimating Fractal Dimension with IFSs

The standald techniques for fractal dimension estimation have many limitations.

For example, the power spectrum technique can be ineffective if the data are not from a

fractional Brownian motion model. The box-counting can also be inefficient when it is

applied to data-limited. In contrast, the IFS does nor have these limitations. The IFS does

not assume any statistical model and can be very efficient for different data,

t57
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To determine the fractal dimension of the MSM, a plot is derived by transforming

the corresponding pixels to a curve. This approach is believed to preselve the fractal

characteristics [PeLo97]. The vertical scaling factors of the IFS model are taking as

function values at the first, middle, and last points of the curve as mentioned in [PeLo97].

The fractal dimension is then obtained from

'"rltl¿ll-ol'/¿rtt 
)

Duri,, = I* logf

where d, are the scaling factors, and Kis the number of maps

(7.6)

Table 7 .2 shows the minimum Hölder exponent for each image as well as the

couesponding fractal dimension.

Table 7.3: Minimum Hölder exponent and the MSM fractal dimension.

Image h,i,, D urìu

EI -0.01 l.23

E2 -0.006 1.02

R1 -0.34 t.37

7.4.2 SegmentationResults

To highlight the edges of various textures, the well-known K-means algorithm

[MiAn73] is applied to the obtained spectrum image. Once K is fixed ( K = 2 in this work),

this unsupervised algorithm finds the minimum mean squared eüor fit of the data to the K

prototypes. After mapping to the image space, the results are shown in Fig. 7.5.
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Fig.7,5 The Original and the segmented images. (a) E1, (b) E2, and (c) R1
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The textures are clearly classified as can be seen from the segmented images. Both

the lakes on the two images are highlited and their shapes are accurately drawn. Morever,

the structure of the road and the farms on the El image is well preserved and clearly

shown.

7.5 Coding

The segmentation algorithm for SAR images was coded in Matlab 6.5. The most

computationaly intensive part of the algorithm was the calculation of Hölder exponent for

each image . In order to find the Hölder exponent, a 9x9 pixel window size was selected

for each scale (8 in total in this case) and this calculation took about 40 seconds for each

image. The computer used for this purpose was Intel based Pentium-4 2.4 GHZ, with 512

Mbytes of RAM.

7.6 Summary

This chapter presented an algorithm combining multifractal analysis and the iter.-

ated function system. The theorctical development is very sound. The application of the

proposed algorithm to the SAR images characterized by speckle noise, and known to be

difficult to segment, shows very promising qualitative lesults. The image textures were

described and discriminated efficiently, leading to the conclusion that multifractal analysis

is a good tool for SAR image segmentation.

- 160 -
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Chapter VIII: Conclusions and Recomntendations

CUAPTBn VIII
CoNcr,usroNs AND RecovlunNDATroNS

Conclusions

In this work, the application of neural networks, wavelets, wavelets packet,

wavelet optimality, and multifractal analysis for- raw SAR data compression and SAR

image segmentation has been studied. Thloughout the development of this thesis, tests

weÌe run on pre-conditioned raw SAR datasets to evaluate the performance of each

conpression technique. Each contribution fi'om each technique is compared to the

pelformance of the popular technique, mainly to the Block Adaptive Quantization (BAQ).

Based on diffelent books and papers, a clitical review of the SAR principles and a

SAR system is presented. This review shows that the SAR pl.ocessol.is a linear system

able to achieve a high range and azimuth lesolution independently of the distance radar-

taryet. The statistical properties of the signal lead to the identification of the components

of raw SAR signal as Gaussian dist¡:ibuted with a low valiation in the signal power. This

model was confilmed on leal SAR data sets. To convert data to 8 bits, a new raw SAR

data pre-conditioning technique is developed using cubic spline interpolation and

ploduces better results than the existing pre-conditioning techniques.

Culrent techniques for raw SAR data compression have been analyzed in this

thesis. Due to its importance, the BAQ algolithm was discussed in more details. Although

the BAQ algorithm is attractive due to its simplicity, other techniques have been

developed because BAQ has a low SQNR pelfolnance when compared to the Shannon
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bound. Techniques using vector quantization such as BAVQ give better. per.formance, but

with the price of an increase of the computation complexity. Finally, a neutal networ.ks

based technique is presented. Consideling both the compression ratio and the distortion

enor' (SQNR greater than BAQ), this technique appears to be an efficient way for. raw

SAR data complession.

The wavelets and wavelet packets are also investigated in this thesis, due to their

time-frequency localization. A transform-based compression system was presented using:

(i) standard wavelets including the Haal wavelet, the Battle-Lemarié wavelets (linear.and

quadratic) and Daubechies wavelets (D4 and D20), and (ii) wavelet packet tree with Haar,

as well as D4 and D20 bases. The transformed data ar.e then quantized using a bit

allocation strategy. While the wavelet decomposition pr.oduces signal components whose

spectra folm consecutive octave bands, the wavelet packet decomposition provides a finer

spectlal resolution. Experimental lesults point out advantages and drawbacks of both

approaches and show that the use of wavelet packet is more adequate than the wavelet

transfornì. The quality reconstruction is very good; however., fur.ther. improvement of the

SQNR has to be nade. It was found that none of the standard wavelet basis produced an

SQNR performance greatel than BAQ. The diffe¡ent wavelets showed very little variation

with all wavelets diffeling by a maximum of only 0.09 dB for'2 bits/sample quantization.

Due to noiselike chalacteristics of the raw SAR signal, the standard wavelets ale

not vely efficient in cornpacting energy in the transform domain. This has lead to or.ient

the lesealch to wavelet optimality, combined with an efficient quantization strategy. In this

spilit, a rnethod was ptoposed to determine an optimal 2-D wavelet which is learned
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directly flom the law SAR data. The optimality criterion in the learning processes is

ledundancy minimization in the tlansform domain. More precisely, the wavelet

coefficients at different scales should be as independent as possible. Experiments show

that this single-orientation optimal wavelet performs bettet than the veltical Haar wavelet.

Thele is howevel a lack of completeness with one olientation, which can be addlessed by

intloducing new oÌ'ientations of the optimal wavelet.

The last part of the thesis presents an algorithm combining multifractal analysis

and the iterated function systems. Its complete theoretical basis has been developed. The

applicat.ion of the proposed algorithm to the SAR images charactelized by speckle noise,

and known to be difficult to segment, shows vely prornising qualitative lesults. The image

textures were described and discriminated efficiently, leading to the conclusion that

multifractal analysis is a good tool for SAR image segmentation.

8.2 Contril¡utions

The main contributions of this thesis and the research done towards its completion

ale sunlnarized as follows:

i. The development of a law SAR data pre-conditioning technique fol. reduced

dynam.ic range test sets that ploduces supeliol quality test sets than the standard

ple-conditioning techniques.

2. A deep study of quantization and bit allocation strategies. Both theoretical and

practical aspects are tleated.
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3. An extensive study of the different techniques for raw SAR data compression,

their implementation, and compalison.

4. The implementation of a back-plopagation neulal network-based technique for. the

compression of raw SAR data. This technique, shown to approximate the KLI

transform, provides an SQNR greater than BAQ, and permits a compression with a

fractional number of bits.

5. A presentation of wavelet theory, as well as the development of a new compression

scheme using wavelets, leading to the wavelet-BAe algor.ithm. The wavelet

packets are also studied and implemented for raw SAR data compression.

6. Derivation of a new optimal wavelet for l.aw SAR data compression able to

minimize ledundancy in the tlansform donain. The implementation does not use

the standard MRA algorithm but a new scheme for. computation.

7. A presentation of the theoretical fiamewolk combining wavelets and multifi.actal

analysis, as well as itelated function systems.

8. Development of a new technique for. SAR image segmentation based on

multifractal analysis and iterated function systems showing very pr.om.ising results.

8.3 Recommendations

Based on the wolk done in this thesis, the following recommendations are sug_

gested fol future wolk in this area:
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1. Introduction of new orientations of the optimal wavelet in order to have a complete

basis and then a perfect leconstruction of the signal.

2. Extention of the optimal wavelet formalism to the case of wavelet packet to obtain

a maximum compression rate while keeping a good quality teconstruction.

3. Othel approaches for estimating both the Rényi fractal dimension spectrum and

the multifractal singularity spectrum should be elabotated for an accurate

approximation.

4. Compalison of the segmentation results of Ch. 7 with other published r.esults using

diffelent apploaches.

5. The use of a combination of the probabilistic neural-network and the multifractal

spectrum as a featule space for SAR image classification and segmentation.
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Rao¡,n lNo Dnu CHanncrnRrsrrcs

4.1 Data Characteristics

As mentioned in Ch. 2, data wele plovided by the Alaska SAR facility (ASF). They

are from three different satellites ERS-1, ERS-2, and Radarsaç1. The data sets ale called

E1-22089R, E2-551R, and R1-24576R, wher.e rhe first lerter colesponds to the first letter

of the satellite and is followed by the number of the satellite (1 or 2). Then, the digits

correspond to the selial numbers plovided by ASF The letter R refers to raw data.

Details of the original test sets ar.e shown .in Table 4.1. Table A.2 shows the

characteristics of Radalsat 1 and ERS- I .

Table 4,1 Details of the raw SAR data test sets.

Test set Radar'
Bits per
sample

Complex
samples per'

lange line
Range lines

E1-22089R ERS-I )z 5544 26624

E2-55LP ERS-2 5l 5616 20390

R1-24576R RADARSAT-I l6 6708 64498
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Thble 4,2 Characteristics of the Radarsat-1 IRLLA9il and ERS-1 [Atte91] radars.

Radarsat-1
(Standard Mode)

ERS-1
(Image Mode)

Radal Frequency (f,. ) 5.3 GHz 5.3 GHz

Relative platform speed ( V, ) 7 402 nls '7 497 n'tls

Platform Height (¡1) 800 km 785 km

Antenna height ( L, ) 1.5 m 1m

Antenna length (1-" ) 15m l0m

Beam incidence angle ( 0 ) 20-49" 23"

Pulse bandwidth ( B ) 11.6 11.7.3 l30MHz t5.5 MHz

Sampling frequency (f, ) 12.9 I 18.5 l32.3MHz 18.96 MHz

Pulse lepetition flequency (d,,r) 1270-1390 Hz 1680 Hz

Time dulation of pulse (t,, ) 42.0 ¡ts 37.1 ps

Ground swath width ( Ws ) 100 krn t00 km

Azimuth resolution ( ô, ) 25m 30m

Ground range resolution ( õ, ) 28m 30m

A/D converted bits 4 bits 5 bìts

VQ wordsize 4 bits 5 bits

Compression technique none none

Downlink channel bandwidth 105 Mbits/s 105 Mbils
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4..2 Data Pre-processing

As described in Ch. 2, we use a cubic spline interpolation to convert data to 8 bits.

The charactelistics of the pre-processed data sets using cubic spline (PS) are shown in

tabie 4.3

Table A',3 Details of the pre-processed SAR data test sets.

Test set Radar'
Bits per
sample

Spline
offset

Quantization
block size

E1-22089PS ERS-1 256 0.08 1386

E2-5551PS ERS-2 256 0.08 702

R1-24576PS RADARSAT-1 256 0.3 3354

Tables 4.4 and 4.5 plesents lespectively the statistics of the E2-5551R and R1-

24576R test sets as conìpared with the pre-conditioned data.

Table .A.4 Statistics of the original and cubic spline pie-pr.ocessed data from the E2-
5551R test set.

Statistic Original Ple-plocessed

Entlopy 4.O4 7.11

Redundancv 0.96 0.89

Standard
deviation

16.01 132.04

o factor 8.25

Kultosis 1.24 1.25

Skewness 1.09 1.09

Mean 0.001 0.01
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Table A..5 Statistics of the original and cubic spline ple-processed data fiom the R1-
24576R test set

Statistic Original Pre-processed

Entropy 3.64 '7.43

Redundancy 0.36 0.5'7

Standard
deviation

8.06 133.84

o factor r6.60

Kurtosis 1.53 t.37

Skewness t. 19 1.13

Mean 0.00 0.00

Figules 4.1 to 4.4 show the histoglams of data sets E2-5551R and R1-24576R and

the histogr:ams of the couesponding cubic spline pre-processed sets E2-555lPS and Rl-

245'76P5.
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4.3 Processed Images

In order to obtain the SAR images, a processing of the raw data is necessary as

described in Ch. 2 (the azimuth focusing). We used a software provided by ASF to process

the thlee data sets. The obtained images are shown in figs 4,5 to 4.7.
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Fig. 4.5 Processed amplitude image of El-2208PS.
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Fig,,A.6 Processed arnplitude image ofE2-555lPS data set,
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Fig.4.7 Processed amplitude irnage ofRl-245?6PS data set.


